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• Internal consistency of ΛCDM fit to CMB observables [Planck col. 1807.06209] 

• Still: CMB data probes the universe mainly at 103<z<105, with some sensitivity to lower 
redshift through: angular distance, CMB lensing, (late ISW). H0 and σ8 extrapolated from 
data+model.
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 5. Constraints on parameters of the base-⇤CDM model from the separate Planck EE, T E, and TT high-` spectra combined
with low-` polarization (lowE), and, in the case of EE also with BAO (described in Sect. 5.1), compared to the joint result using
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE. Parameters on the bottom axis are our sampled MCMC parameters with flat priors, and parameters on the
left axis are derived parameters (with H0 in km s�1Mpc�1). Contours contain 68 % and 95 % of the probability.

Table 1. Base-⇤CDM cosmological parameters from Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing. Results for the parameter best fits,
marginalized means and 68 % errors from our default analysis using the Plik likelihood are given in the first two numerical
columns. The CamSpec likelihood results give some idea of the remaining modelling uncertainty in the high-` polarization, though
parts of the small shifts are due to slightly di↵erent sky areas in polarization. The “Combined” column give the average of the
Plik and CamSpec results, assuming equal weight. The combined errors are from the equal-weighted probabilities, hence including
some uncertainty from the systematic di↵erence between them; however, the di↵erences between the high-` likelihoods are so small
that they have little e↵ect on the 1� errors. The errors do not include modelling uncertainties in the lensing and low-` likelihoods
or other modelling errors (such as temperature foregrounds) common to both high-` likelihoods. A total systematic uncertainty of
around 0.5� may be more realistic, and values should not be overinterpreted beyond this level. The best-fit values give a represen-
tative model that is an excellent fit to the baseline likelihood, though models nearby in the parameter space may have very similar
likelihoods. The first six parameters here are the ones on which we impose flat priors and use as sampling parameters; the remaining
parameters are derived from the first six. Note that ⌦m includes the contribution from one neutrino with a mass of 0.06 eV. The
quantity ✓MC is an approximation to the acoustic scale angle, while ✓⇤ is the full numerical result.

Parameter Plik best fit Plik [1] CamSpec [2] ([2] � [1])/�1 Combined

⌦bh
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.022383 0.02237 ± 0.00015 0.02229 ± 0.00015 �0.5 0.02233 ± 0.00015

⌦ch
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.12011 0.1200 ± 0.0012 0.1197 ± 0.0012 �0.3 0.1198 ± 0.0012

100✓MC . . . . . . . . . . . 1.040909 1.04092 ± 0.00031 1.04087 ± 0.00031 �0.2 1.04089 ± 0.00031
⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0543 0.0544 ± 0.0073 0.0536+0.0069

�0.0077 �0.1 0.0540 ± 0.0074
ln(1010

As) . . . . . . . . . 3.0448 3.044 ± 0.014 3.041 ± 0.015 �0.3 3.043 ± 0.014
ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.96605 0.9649 ± 0.0042 0.9656 ± 0.0042 +0.2 0.9652 ± 0.0042

⌦mh
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.14314 0.1430 ± 0.0011 0.1426 ± 0.0011 �0.3 0.1428 ± 0.0011

H0 [ km s�1Mpc�1] . . . 67.32 67.36 ± 0.54 67.39 ± 0.54 +0.1 67.37 ± 0.54
⌦m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3158 0.3153 ± 0.0073 0.3142 ± 0.0074 �0.2 0.3147 ± 0.0074
Age [Gyr] . . . . . . . . . 13.7971 13.797 ± 0.023 13.805 ± 0.023 +0.4 13.801 ± 0.024
�8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8120 0.8111 ± 0.0060 0.8091 ± 0.0060 �0.3 0.8101 ± 0.0061
S 8 ⌘ �8(⌦m/0.3)0.5 . . 0.8331 0.832 ± 0.013 0.828 ± 0.013 �0.3 0.830 ± 0.013
zre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.68 7.67 ± 0.73 7.61 ± 0.75 �0.1 7.64 ± 0.74
100✓⇤ . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.041085 1.04110 ± 0.00031 1.04106 ± 0.00031 �0.1 1.04108 ± 0.00031
rdrag [Mpc] . . . . . . . . . 147.049 147.09 ± 0.26 147.26 ± 0.28 +0.6 147.18 ± 0.29
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• Consistency of LCDM fit across multiple probes: CMB, BAO, BBN, distant SNIa…  

                          He, D -> ωb, Neff                                                    BAO -> H0, Ωm, ωb ; BBN -> ωb 

                  

                        [Planck col. 1807.06209]                                             [Cuceu et al. 1906.11628] 

• Inconsistency with high H0 measured with SNs calibrated with cepheids (HST, SHOEs). 4σ with Riess et 
al. 1903.07603. Quasar time-delay also prefer high H0 and combination gives 5σ tension.
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 39. Constraints in the !b–Ne↵ plane from Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE and Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+BAO+lensing data (68 %
and 95 % contours) compared to the predictions of BBN com-
bined with primordial abundance measurements of helium
(Aver et al. 2015, in grey) and deuterium (Cooke et al. 2018, in
green and blue, depending on which reaction rates are assumed).
In the CMB analysis, Ne↵ is allowed to vary as an additional
parameter to the base-⇤CDM model, while YP is inferred from
!b and Ne↵ according to BBN predictions. For clarity we only
show the deuterium predictions based on the PArthENoPEcode
with two assumptions on the nuclear rate d(p, �)3He (case (a) in
blue, case (b) in green). These constraints assume no significant
lepton asymmetry.

with the !b-only error between parentheses, followed by the to-
tal error including the theoretical uncertainty. These results are in
agreement with the Cooke et al. (2018) measurement to within
0.8�, 1.4�, and 1.7�, respectively. Thus no significant tensions
are found in any of these cases.

Nuclear rates from bounds from Planck. The previous para-
graphs highlighted the importance of assumptions on the
radiative-capture process d(p, �)3He for deuterium abundance
predictions. It is worth checking whether the comparison of
CMB and deuterium abundance data provides an indirect esti-
mate of this rate. This approach was suggested in Cooke et al.
(2014) and implemented in Di Valentino et al. (2014) and
PCP15. We can now update it using the latest Planck and deu-
terium data.

We parameterize the thermal rate R2(T ) of the d(p, �)3He
process in the PArthENoPE code by rescaling the rate R

ex
2 (T ) fit-

ted to experimental data by Adelberger et al. (2011) with a factor
A2:

R2(T ) = A2 R
ex
2 (T ) . (74)

This factor does not account in an exact way for the di↵erences
between the experimental fit and the theoretical predictions; it
should instead be seen as a consistency parameter, very much
like AL for CMB lensing in Sect. 6.2. The rate R

th
2 (T ) predicted

by Marcucci et al. (2005) has a temperature dependance that is
close to what is measured experimentally, and can be very well
approximated by a rescaling factor A2 = 1.055. The new theo-
retical rate obtained by Marcucci et al. (2016) has a slightly dif-
ferent temperature dependence but is well approximated by an

e↵ective rescaling factor A
th
2 = 1.16 (Mangano & Pisanti, pri-

vate communication).
Assuming the base-⇤CDM model, we then constrain A2 us-

ing Planck data combined with the latest deuterium abundance
measurements from Cooke et al. (2018). We still need to take
into account theoretical errors on deuterium predictions arising
from uncertainties on other rates, and from the di↵erence be-
tween various codes. According to Marcucci et al. (2016) and
Pitrou et al. (2018), the deuterium fusion uncertainties propagate
to an error �(yDP) = 0.03, which encompasses the di↵erence
on deuterium predictions between PArthENoPE versus PRIMAT.
Thus we adopt �(yDP) = 0.03 as the theoretical error on deu-
terium predictions in this analysis. Adding the theoretical error
in quadrature to the observational error of Cooke et al. (2018),
we obtain a total error of �(yDP) = 0.042 on deuterium, which
we use in our joint fits of Planck+deutrium (D) data. We find

A2 = 1.138 ± 0.072 (68 %, Planck TT+lowE+D), (75a)

A2 = 1.080 ± 0.061 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+D). (75b)

If we compare these results with those from PCP15, the tension
between the Planck TT+lowE+D prediction and the experimen-
tal rate slightly increases to 1.9�. However the inclusion of po-
larization brings the Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+D prediction half-
way between the experimental value and the theoretical rate of
Marcucci et al. (2016), in agreement with both at the 1.3� level.
The situation is thus inconclusive and highlights the need for a
precise experimental determination of the d(p, �)3He rate with
LUNA (Gustavino 2017).

Varying the density of relic radiation. We can also relax the as-
sumption that Ne↵ = 3.046 to check the agreement between
CMB and primordial element abundances in the !b–Ne↵ plane.
Figure 39 shows that this agreement is very good, with a clear
overlap of the 95 % preferred regions of Planck and of the he-
lium+deuterium measurements. This is true with any of our as-
sumptions on the nuclear rates. For clarity in the plot, we only
include the predictions of PArthENoPE (cases (a) and (b)), but
those of PRIMAT are very close to case (b). Since all these data
sets are compatible with each other, we can combine them to
obtain marginalized bounds on Ne↵ , valid in the 7-parameter
⇤CDM+Ne↵ model, with an error bar reduced by up to 30 %
compared to the Planck+BAO bounds of Eq. (67b):

(a) Ne↵ = 2.89+0.29
�0.29

(b) Ne↵ = 3.05+0.27
�0.27

(c) Ne↵ = 3.06+0.26
�0.28

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+Aver (2015)
+Cooke (2018);

(76)

(a) Ne↵ = 2.94+0.27
�0.27

(b) Ne↵ = 3.10+0.26
�0.25

(c) Ne↵ = 3.12+0.25
�0.26

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+BAO+Aver (2015)
+Cooke (2018).

(77)

The bounds become even stronger if we combine the helium
measurements of Aver et al. (2015) and Peimbert et al. (2016):

(a) Ne↵ = 2.93+0.23
�0.23

(b) Ne↵ = 3.04+0.22
�0.22

(c) Ne↵ = 3.06+0.22
�0.22

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+BAO+Aver (2015)
+Peimbert (2016)
+Cooke (2018).

(78)
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Figure 2: (Left) Current state of the art results for H0 versus ⌦m, independent of CMB
anisotropy data. BAO data was combined with a prior on ⌦bh

2 from BBN deuterium mea-
surements (using the theoretical reaction rate). (Right) Our main results using all the BAO
samples in Table 1, combined with BBN using both reaction rates.

other hand, we find that our Hubble constant measurements are in strong tension with local
distance ladder results of H0 from the SH0ES Collaboration. Our results are in approximately
⇠ 3.6� tension using the theoretical d(p, �)3He reaction rate, and ⇠ 3.3� tension using the
empirical d(p, �)3He reaction rate.

This tension can also be reframed in terms of primoridal deuterium abundance. If we
combine BAO measurement with the H0 constraint from SH0ES [5] we obtain a constraint
on the baryon density of ⌦bh

2
= 0.0310 ± 0.003. Using BBN [51], we obtain a value for the

primordial deuterium abundance of 105(D/H)P = 1.38± 0.25. This value is well below those
measured in near-pristine clouds at high redshift, and the value derived from the interstellar
medium of the Milky Way [54].

We find that the relatively large difference between the two ⌦bh
2 measurements from

BBN has a small impact on the Hubble constant measurement from current BAO measure-
ments, causing a shift on the best fit value of H0 of about ⇠ 0.5�. However, with improving
BAO data from the next generation of LSS experiments such as DESI [55] or Euclid [56], this
might change. In the next section, we investigate the advances that DESI data will allow in
measuring the Hubble constant independent of CMB data, and the potential impact of BBN
tensions on future results.

4 Implications for DESI

The next generation of LSS experiments will be spearheaded by the Dark Energy Spectro-
scopic Instrument (DESI), starting in 2020. This spectroscopic galaxy survey will cover 14000
square degrees, and measure BAO using both galaxy clustering and the Ly↵ forest [55]. It
will target Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) at redshifts 0.4 < z < 1.0, Emission Line Galaxies
(ELGs) at redshifts 0.6 < z < 1.6, quasars at redshifts 0.6 < z < 2.1 for clustering only, and
quasars at redshifts 2.1 < z < 3.5 for both clustering and Ly↵ forest measurements [55].
DESI will also target bright galaxies at redshifts 0 < z < 0.5 in order to take advantage of
the times when moonlight prevents efficient observation of faint targets. This wide redshift
coverage means that DESI will be able to precisely constrain the evolution of the Universe

– 8 –

Robustness of  ΛCDM and Hubble tension
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• BAO+BBN versus SH0ES: if all basic assumptions are correct: 

standard expression for BAO scale                                        cepheid calibration method for SNs 
deuterium measurement and BBN calculations 

                                    

                      

  [Cuceu et al. 1906.11628] 

                         

• Inconsistency with high H0 from all direct H0 measurements (HST, SHOEs). 4σ with  Riess et 
al. …. Quasar time-delay slightly prefer high H0 with less significance.

 4

Figure 2: (Left) Current state of the art results for H0 versus ⌦m, independent of CMB
anisotropy data. BAO data was combined with a prior on ⌦bh

2 from BBN deuterium mea-
surements (using the theoretical reaction rate). (Right) Our main results using all the BAO
samples in Table 1, combined with BBN using both reaction rates.

other hand, we find that our Hubble constant measurements are in strong tension with local
distance ladder results of H0 from the SH0ES Collaboration. Our results are in approximately
⇠ 3.6� tension using the theoretical d(p, �)3He reaction rate, and ⇠ 3.3� tension using the
empirical d(p, �)3He reaction rate.

This tension can also be reframed in terms of primoridal deuterium abundance. If we
combine BAO measurement with the H0 constraint from SH0ES [5] we obtain a constraint
on the baryon density of ⌦bh

2
= 0.0310 ± 0.003. Using BBN [51], we obtain a value for the

primordial deuterium abundance of 105(D/H)P = 1.38± 0.25. This value is well below those
measured in near-pristine clouds at high redshift, and the value derived from the interstellar
medium of the Milky Way [54].

We find that the relatively large difference between the two ⌦bh
2 measurements from

BBN has a small impact on the Hubble constant measurement from current BAO measure-
ments, causing a shift on the best fit value of H0 of about ⇠ 0.5�. However, with improving
BAO data from the next generation of LSS experiments such as DESI [55] or Euclid [56], this
might change. In the next section, we investigate the advances that DESI data will allow in
measuring the Hubble constant independent of CMB data, and the potential impact of BBN
tensions on future results.

4 Implications for DESI

The next generation of LSS experiments will be spearheaded by the Dark Energy Spectro-
scopic Instrument (DESI), starting in 2020. This spectroscopic galaxy survey will cover 14000
square degrees, and measure BAO using both galaxy clustering and the Ly↵ forest [55]. It
will target Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) at redshifts 0.4 < z < 1.0, Emission Line Galaxies
(ELGs) at redshifts 0.6 < z < 1.6, quasars at redshifts 0.6 < z < 2.1 for clustering only, and
quasars at redshifts 2.1 < z < 3.5 for both clustering and Ly↵ forest measurements [55].
DESI will also target bright galaxies at redshifts 0 < z < 0.5 in order to take advantage of
the times when moonlight prevents efficient observation of faint targets. This wide redshift
coverage means that DESI will be able to precisely constrain the evolution of the Universe

– 8 –

Violating the Etherington relation, or something simpler?

Standard candlesStandard rulers

Etherington reciprocity relation (1933) : dL(z) = (1+z)2dA(z)  for general metric theories of gravity 
(see exceptions in Bassett & Kunz astro-ph/0312443)

Discussed in this talk Very well tested 
see however Rigault et al. 
[1412.6501,1806.03849]
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• Deuterium = most robust primordial abundance measurements (> Helium > Lithium), because D 
not produced by stars. Converging observations:  

105 nD /nH = 2.527 ± 0.030 (68 % CL), Cooke et al. (2018) 

• ωb —> BBN code —> nD/nH :  
      uncertainties on nuclear rates: proton fusion d(p,γ)3He , deuterium fusion d(d, n)3He, d(d, p)3Η

 5

Deuterium measurement and BBN calculations

Authors Code d(p,γ)3He ΔyDP 100 ωb

Cooke et al. (2018)    Nollett et al. theo. 0.02 2.166 ± 0.015 ± 0.011 

Planck 2018 case (a)    PArthENoPE οbs. 0.06 2.270 ± 0.017 ± 0.034

Planck 2018 case (b)    PArthENoPE theo. 0.03 2.197 ± 0.016 ± 0.016

Planck 2018 case (c)    PRIMAT mixed 0.03 2.188 ± 0.016 ± 0.017

ΔyDP=0.04

ΔyDP=0.015
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• BAO+BBN predictions for ΛCDM in Schöneberg et al. [1907.11594]

 6

Deuterium measurement and BBN calculations

Figure 2: 68% and 95% confidence levels on ⌦m and H0 with various data sets: BAO+BBN
for galaxy BAO (blue), Lyman-↵ BAO (green), and combined (red). Additionally displayed
is the Riess et al 2019 measurement (orange), and the Planck 2018 measurement (purple).
Left: Minimal ⇤CDM model. Right: The ⇤CDM model extended with Ne↵ .

We then switch to our own assumptions described in section 2: we use the full BAO
data described in table 1 plus our BBN likelihoods for both deuterium and helium, with
the baseline combination (PArthENoPE-standard and helium data from Aver et al. [38]).
Our results are shown in figure 2. We first run the two BAO data subsets individually, to
illustrate their di↵erent degeneracy directions, and then their combination to show the full
constraining power. With the full BAO+BBN data we obtain the marginalized bounds H0 =
68.3+1.1

�1.2 km/s/Mpc (68%C.L.), at 3.2� tension with the SH0ES collaboration measurement,
but within 0.7� of the Planck 2018 measurement (H0 = 67.3±0.6 km/s/Mpc, 68%C.L.). Our
results are slightly less in tension with SH0ES than those of [23, 24] because we use a realistic
theoretical error on deuterium abundance predictions. We still reach the same qualitative
conclusion as these references: in the ⇤CDM framework, BAO data are in tension with
direct measurement of the Hubble parameter, even when taking a conservative prior on !b

independent of any CMB data.

We performed additional runs to test the influence of di↵erent BBNmodeling and helium
measurements on this result. Our findings are shown in figure 3. The left panel shows the
impact of switching between the three pipelines PArthENoPE-standard, PArthENoPE-Marcucci
and PRIMAT. Essentially, this amounts in taking di↵erent assumptions on the most important
nuclear rates. Cuceu et al. [24], performed a similar test and found that their results for
H0 vary by 0.45� depending on such assumptions. In our case the variations remains within
less than 0.1� because in each case the theoretical error already takes into account the
uncertainties on these rates. The right panel shows the impact of taking the experimental
helium abundance measurement from the three di↵erent references listed in section 2. This
has a totally negligible impact because !b depends on deuterium much more than helium
measurements. In conclusion, we find that our results are robust and hardly a↵ected by the

– 7 –

Figure 3: 68% and 95% confidence levels on ⌦m and H0 for the minimal ⇤CDM model and
our combined BAO+BBN data set under various assumptions: Left: BBN predictions taken
from PArthENoPE-standard (red), PArthENoPE-Marcucci (green), and PRIMAT (blue). Right:

Helium abundance taken from Aver et al. [38] (red), Peimbert et al. [39] (green), and Izotov
et al. [40] (blue).

most controversial aspects of BBN physics.

3.2 ⇤CDM + Ne↵ model

We now allow Ne↵ to vary in order to check whether the BAO+BBN dataset is compatible
with larger values of H0. Di↵erent physical e↵ects are now at play.

BAO data probe the ratio of the comoving sound horizon over several types of comoving
cosmological distances. For instance, in a flat universe, the BAO angular scale reads:

✓(z) =

R1
zD

cs(!b, z̃)H(z̃)�1
dz̃

R z
0 H(z̃)�1dz̃

'
R1
zD

cs(!b, z̃)
⇥
⌦r/⌦m(1 + z̃)4 + (1 + z̃)3

⇤�1/2
dz̃

R z
0 [1/⌦m � 1 + (1 + z̃)3]�1/2

dz̃

, (3.1)

where the baryon-photon sound speed cs depends on the baryon density and on redshift. For
a fixed !b, the numerator (related to the sound horizon) depends on the redshift of equality
between radiation and matter (i.e. on ⌦m/⌦r), while the denominator (related to the angular
diameter distance) depends on the redshift of equality between matter and ⇤ (i.e. on ⌦m).
It is possible to increase Ne↵ and H0 simultaneously while keeping these two redshifts (and
both ⌦m,⌦r) fixed: thus we expect BAO data to be compatible with arbitrary values of H0

when Ne↵ fluctuates. However, the degeneracy between Ne↵ and H0 is limited by BBN data
in two main ways.

First, variations in Ne↵ change the range of !b values preferred by deuterium, and
di↵erent baryon abundances lead to di↵erent values of the comoving sound horizon at the
time of baryon decoupling. However, this e↵ect is too small to yield any relevant bounds

– 8 –

case (a): 3.2σ BAO+BBN — SH0ES tension             cases (a), (b), (c) give the same results 
               (3.6σ in Cuceu et al.)   

ΛCDM ΛCDM

BOSS DR14 Ly-α BAO + BBN

other BAO + BBN

combined
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• self-interacting active neutrinos plus Dark Radiation 

Lancaster et al. [1704.06657], Oldengott et al. [1706.02123], Di Valentino et al. [1710.02559],  

Kreisch et al. [1902.00534], Park et al. [1904.02625] 

• light sterile neutrino interacting with a scalar field                                 Archidiacono et al. [1606.07673] 

• Interacting Dark Matter — Dark Radiation 

Lesgourgues et al. [1507.04351], Buen-Abad et al. [1708.09406], Archidiacono et al. [1907.01496] 

• Dark Matter converting into Dark Radiation  

Poulin et al. [1606.02073], Binder et al. [1712.01246], Bringmann et al. [1803.03644] 

• Dark Radiation from PBH                                                                                    Hooper et al. [1905.01301] 

• Early Dark Energy            Poulin et al. [1811.04083], Argrawal et al. [1904.01016], Lin et al. [1905.12618] 

• fifth force effects on cepheids and supernovae physics                               Desmond et al. [1907.03778]  

• Dark Matter interacting with Dark Energy                                                          Pan et al. [1907.07540], …  

• etc. (non-exhaustive)

 7

Solving Hubble tension with extended cosmological model

some models also solve σ8 tension
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• self-interacting active neutrinos plus Dark Radiation 

Lancaster et al. [1704.06657], Oldengott et al. [1706.02123], Di Valentino et al. [1710.02559],  

Kreisch et al. [1902.00534], Park et al. [1904.02625] 

• light sterile neutrino interacting with a scalar field                                 Archidiacono et al. [1606.07673] 

• Interacting Dark Matter — Dark Radiation 

Lesgourgues et al. [1507.04351], Buen-Abad et al. [1708.09406], Archidiacono et al. [1907.01496] 

• Dark Matter converting into Dark Radiation  

Poulin et al. [1606.02073], Binder et al. [1712.01246], Bringmann et al. [1803.03644] 

• Dark Radiation from PBH                                                                                    Hooper et al. [1905.01301] 

• Early Dark Energy            Poulin et al. [1811.04083], Argrawal et al. [1904.01016], Lin et al. [1905.12618] 

• fifth force effects                                                                                               Desmond et al. [1907.03778]  

• Dark Matter interacting with Dark Energy (=>w<-1)                                         Pan et al. [1907.07540], …  

• etc. (non-exhaustive)

 8

Solving Hubble tension with extended cosmological model

change BAO scale                       change dA(z),dL(z)                       change standard 
(but not angle)                             only at very small z                       candle physics
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Poulin et al. [1606.02073], Binder et al. [1712.01246], Bringmann et al. [1803.03644] 

• Dark Radiation from PBH                                                                                    Hooper et al. [1905.01301] 

• Early Dark Energy            Poulin et al. [1811.04083], Argrawal et al. [1904.01016], Lin et al. [1905.12618] 

• fifth force effects                                                                                               Desmond et al. [1907.03778]  

• Dark Matter interacting with Dark Energy                                                          Pan et al. [1907.07540], …  

• etc. (non-exhaustive)
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Solving Hubble tension with extended cosmological model

Neff>3                                                other form of energy excess around equality
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• Observations (CMB, BAO, LSS…) mainly sensitive to ratios:  
• ρm / ρr    => ωm / ωr = Ωm / Ωr  => zeq 
• ρΛ / ρm  => Ωm = 1- ΩΛ          => zΛ 

• Fixed Ωm: H0 governs absolute matter and Λ density today, ρm~Ωm H02, ρΛ~ΩΛ H02 
• May increase (H0, Neff) last same time with fixed  zeq 

• So, high H0, Neff~4 (e.g. light sterile neutrino), and that’s it? 

• NO! Increasing (H0,Neff) has other (bad) effects: CMB damping tail, neutrino drag 
on CMB peaks,  

• Ωmh2=Ωbh2+Ωcdmh2. CMB also fixes Ωbh2 so Ωb/Ωcdm changes. Small-scale matter 
power spectrum enhanced.  

• “bad effects” can be reduced by exotic physics: extra radiation self-interacting -> 
no neutrino drag; growth of cdm perturbations reduced or high Mν -> no power 
spectrum enhancement
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The H0 - Neff (partial) degeneracy
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• So, high H0, Neff~4 (e.g. light sterile neutrino), and that’s it? 

• NO! Increasing (H0,Neff) has other (bad) effects: CMB damping tail, neutrino drag on CMB 
peaks,  

• Ωmh2=Ωbh2+Ωcdmh2. CMB also fixes Ωbh2 so Ωb/Ωcdm changes. Small-scale 
matter power spectrum enhanced.  

• “bad effects” can be reduced by exotic physics: extra radiation self-
interacting -> no neutrino drag; growth of cdm perturbations reduced or high 
Mν -> no power spectrum enhancement
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The H0 - Neff (partial) degeneracy

4 25. Neutrinos in cosmology

Figure 25.1: Ratio of the CMB CTT
ℓ (left, including lensing effects) and matter

power spectrum P (k) (right, computed for each model in units of (h−1Mpc)3)
for different values of ∆Neff ≡ Neff − 3.045 over those of a reference model with
∆Neff = 0. In order to minimize and better characterise the effect of Neff on the
CMB, the parameters that are kept fixed are {zeq, zΛ, ωb, τ} and the primordial
spectrum parameters. Fixing {zeq, zΛ} is equivalent to fixing the fractional density
of total radiation, of total matter and of cosmological constant {Ωr, Ωm, ΩΛ} while
increasing the Hubble parameter as a function of Neff . The statistical errors on
the Cℓ are ∼ 1% for a band power of ∆ℓ = 30 at ℓ ∼ 1000. The error on P (k) is
estimated to be of the order of 5%.

June 5, 2018 19:56

[PDG review on Neutrinos in Cosmology, J.L. & L.Verde] 
also Bashinsky & Seljak 03, Hou et al. 11, Neutrino Cosmology (2013) JL et al.

neutrino drag (c>csbγ)

enhanced Silk damping
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• So, high H0, Neff~4 (e.g. light sterile neutrino), and that’s it? 

• NO! Increasing (H0,Neff) has other (bad) effects: CMB damping tail, neutrino drag on CMB 
peaks,  

• Ωmh2=Ωbh2+Ωcdmh2. CMB also fixes Ωbh2 so Ωb/Ωcdm changes. Small-scale matter power 
spectrum enhanced.  

• “bad effects” can be reduced by exotic physics: extra radiation self-interacting -> no 
neutrino drag; growth of cdm perturbations reduced or high Mν -> no power spectrum 
enhancement
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The H0 - Neff (partial) degeneracy
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• So, high H0, Neff~4 (e.g. light sterile neutrino), and that’s it? 

• NO! Increasing (H0,Neff) has other (bad) effects: CMB damping tail, neutrino drag on CMB 
peaks,  

• Ωmh2=Ωbh2+Ωcdmh2. CMB also fixes Ωbh2 so Ωb/Ωcdm changes. Small-scale matter power 
spectrum enhanced.  

• “bad effects” can be reduced by exotic physics:  

• extra radiation is self-interacting -> no neutrino drag;  

• radiation remains more clustered during RD -> less Silk damping; 

• Matter clusters less during MD -> no power spectrum enhancement…

 13

The H0 - Neff (partial) degeneracy
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• Can test only the background evolution in these models? 
—> independently of perturbations, scattering, self-interactions…  
—> Neff from free-streaming (v=c) or self-coupled (cs2=1/3) relativistic species… 

• BAO data test the background evolution :  

• not so obvious…  [Thepsuryia & Lewis 1409.5066; Schöneberg et al. 1907.11594 Appendix A] 

             BAO scale in correlation function                                                   sound horizon  
           (gravity+pressure; neutrino drag…)                                                (pressure only) 

        Ratio of the two could depend on cosmology (e.g. on Neff of free-streaming species) 
        Neff 3 —> 4 : ratio increases by 0.1%; BAO errors: 0.9% ; so sound horizon OK as a proxy!
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Constraints on background cosmology with enhanced Neff

the so-called baryon drag time tD (associated to redshift zD), such that rs experiences no
dynamics after tD and remains equal to rs(zD). Let us take for simplicity the example of
BAO measurements orthogonal to the line of sight. Such observations are sensitive to the
angle under which the BAOs are observed,

✓(z) =
rs(zD)

rA(z)
, (A.2)

where rA(z) is the comoving angular distance up to redshift z. Similarly, other BAO obser-
vations will generally depend on rs(zD) and another comoving distance, which we generally
denote as rX(z). Their respective ratio is then used to calculate the likelihood.

The comoving sound horizon at baryon drag time is obtained from the simple integral

rs(zD) =

Z ⌧D

0
cs(⌧)d⌧ =

Z tD

0

dt

3a(t)
p
1 +R(t)

, (A.3)

where ⌧ stands for conformal time, t for proper (cosmological) time, and R = 3⇢b
4⇢�

is given

solely by the CMB temperature today and the baryon density parameter !b ⌘ ⌦bh
2.

The identification of the comoving BAO scale with the comoving sound horizon, rBAO(z) =
rs(zD), is a slight oversimplification. In standard cosmology, even if we ignore non-linear ef-
fects (or assume that they are well accounted for by the experimental collaborations), the
dynamics of the correlation length depends on two types of interactions: the pressure force
in the baryon-photon fluid, and gravitational forces. The sound horizon accounts for the
first interactions only. Thus, it is usually assumed that the influence of gravity on the cor-
relation length is negligible compared to the one of pressure. However, it is well-known that
gravitational interactions between the baryon-photon fluid and other light species shift CMB
peaks, and therefore also the BAO scale. This e↵ect is known as the “neutrino drag” e↵ect
when caused by ordinary free-streaming neutrinos [26–28]; free-streaming particles move at
the speed of light c, and “drag” over-densities in the baryon-photon fluid behind them, which
move only at the baryon-photon sound speed cs < c. CMB and BAO peaks are then shifted
to slightly larger scales, seen under larger angles. In the ⇤CDM model, such an e↵ect is
caused by the three active neutrinos, still relativistic at the time of CMB decoupling. In
extended cosmological models, the e↵ect increases with more free-streaming relics, i.e. with
Ne↵ . The impact of extra self-interacting relics is much smaller, since over-densities in such
relics also propagate at a sound speed smaller than the speed of light (but still not coinciding
with the baryon-photon sound speed at all times). The impact of relics with non-zero mass
is also reduced, since their velocity is generally smaller around and after their non-relativistic
transition.

As far as we know, experimental collaborations do not rely on the identification rBAO(z) =
rs(zD), because they directly fit the full correlation function ⇣(r, z) to their data. Using the
ratio rs(zD)/rX(z) as a derived parameter, they provide a central value and an error bar for
this quantity. With this approach the e↵ect of neutrino drag in the minimal ⇤CDM model
is consistently taken into account.

The approximation rBAO(z) = rs(zD) appears only at the level of BAO likelihoods in
sampling codes like MontePython [7, 34] or CosmoMC [47]. In these codes the quantity
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BOSS galaxy correlation functions and BAO Measurements 17

Figure 11. The measured post-reconstruction ⇠0 and ⇠2 and corresponding
best-fit BAO models for BOSS galaxies. These best-fit models encode the
BAO distance measurements determined in this work and are displayed for
the range of scales that have been fit (50 < s < 150h�1Mpc).

7.2 Results from data

Results for BAO fits on BOSS data, using both the QPM and the
MD-P covariance matrices, are displayed in Table 5. The results
are similar using the two covariance matrices, but there are no-
table differences. In general, the uncertainties are smaller when
the QPM covariance matrices are used, matching the results on
the mocks. Correspondingly, the �

2 values are consistently higher
for the QPM mocks (in five of the six cases to compare). None
of the six QPM cases recover a �

2/dof that is less than 1, while
this is the case for two of the MD-P cases. Considering the total
�
2 for the two independent redshift bins, the �

2/dof for QPM is
75/60 pre-reconstruction and 81/60 post-reconstruction. This can
be compared to 65/60 and 71/60 for MD-P. This is suggestive that
the MD-P covariance matrix is doing the better job of characteriz-
ing the noise in the BOSS combined sample ⇠0,2 measurements.

Pre-reconstruction, the ↵|| results are consistently greater for
the QPM covariance matrix compared to the MD-P covariance ma-
trix. The difference varies between 0.017 and 0.010 and is a 0.5�

shift in the most extreme case (the 0.2 < z < 0.5 redshift bin);
given the same data is used and only the covariance matrix is al-
tered this is a fairly large change. The differences are much smaller
for ↵?, where it is at most 0.006 (0.3�) in the 0.4 < z < 0.6
redshift bin.

Post-reconstruction, the BAO measurements are robust to
the choice of covariance matrix. The biggest difference is 0.003

Table 5. BAO fits on the BOSS combined sample data, using both the Mul-
tidark PATCHY (MD-P) and QPM covariance matrices.

z bin ↵|| ↵? �
2/dof

pre-reconstruction:
QPM

0.2 < z < 0.5 1.068±0.035 0.982±0.020 45/30
0.4 < z < 0.6 1.037±0.038 1.014±0.021 46/30
0.5 < z < 0.75 0.963±0.035 0.999±0.024 30/30

MD-P
0.2 < z < 0.5 1.051±0.036 0.983±0.022 37/30
0.4 < z < 0.6 1.024±0.042 1.008±0.022 42/30
0.5 < z < 0.75 0.953±0.034 1.001±0.024 28/30

post-reconstruction:
QPM

0.2 < z < 0.5 1.024±0.024 0.986±0.013 48/30
0.4 < z < 0.6 0.989±0.020 0.993±0.012 27/30
0.5 < z < 0.75 0.962±0.024 0.991±0.015 33/30

MD-P
0.2 < z < 0.5 1.025±0.027 0.988±0.015 39/30
0.4 < z < 0.6 0.986±0.024 0.994±0.014 23/30
0.5 < z < 0.75 0.962±0.023 0.991±0.015 32/30

(0.15�) in ↵|| for the data in the 0.4 < z < 0.6 redshift bin; the
difference in the uncertainty between the results in this bin is the
same. The level of agreement is consistent with the results found
from the mock realizations and suggests that the choice of covari-
ance matrix is not a major systematic uncertainty in our analysis.
Given the slightly larger uncertainties for the data using the MD-P
covariance matrix, we believe they represent the more conservative
choice and are what we use for our final results. We use the MD-P
results in all comparisons that follow unless otherwise noted.

Fig. 11 displays the measured post-reconstruction ⇠0,2 and the
associated best-fit BAO model, using the MD-P covariance matrix.
At each redshift, one can observe the strong BAO feature in the
monopole, which has been enhanced by the reconstruction process,
compared to previous plots. For the quadrupole, reconstruction re-
moves most of the large-scale RSD effects and the overall ampli-
tude is thus decreased. BAO features appear in the quadrupole to
the right and left of the peak in the monopole. Such BAO features
appear in the quadrupole when ↵|| 6= ↵? (and thus do not present
themselves in the mocks as the two ↵ parameters are expected to be
nearly equal in our mock analysis). The feature appears to the right
in the 0.5 < z < 0.75 redshift bin, which yields a measurement of
↵|| that is lower than ↵?; the reverse is true for the 0.2 < z < 0.5
bin. See Alam et al. (2016) for further exploration and visualization
of these features in the same data.

The uncertainties we obtain are significantly smaller than the
mean uncertainties recovered from the mock realizations, by ⇠ 25
per cent in each redshift bin. This implies more pronounced BAO
features in the data than are present in the typical mock. In order
to determine how unusual this is, we combine the results from the
0.2 < z < 0.5 and 0.5 < z < 0.75 redshift bins, as they are
independent and the expected ↵ values are nearly identical. Fig. 12
displays the uncertainty in ↵? (�?) vs. the uncertainty in ↵|| (�||)
recovered for each mock realization when combining the results of
the two redshift bins (blue circles) and the DR12 data (orange star).
One can see that the DR12 result is within the locus of points, but
at the lower edge. We can quantify the results further by comparing
the area of the 1� confidence region in the data to the ensemble of

MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2014)
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• Can we find test background evolution in these models? 
—> independently of perturbations, scattering, self-interactions…  
—> Neff from free-streaming (v=c) or self-coupled (cs2=1/3) relativistic species… 

• BAO data test the background evolution 

• BAO —> H0, Ωm, ωb ; no H0 constraint without  ωb prior 

• BAO + ωb from CMB?  No, ωb  degenerate with perturbation-related ingredients 

• BAO + ωb from BBN? Yes! 

• The BAO+BBN take on the Hubble tension [1907.11594]  

                                                                                             with Nils Schöneberg  Deanna Hooper
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Constraints on background cosmology with enhanced Neff
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• Deuterium only : allows arbitrary variations in H0 , Neff 

Neff increases —> ωb increases,  

but small and can be adjusted
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Constraints on background cosmology with enhanced Neff

Figure 3: 68% and 95% confidence levels on ⌦m and H0 for the minimal ⇤CDM model and
our combined BAO+BBN data set under various assumptions: Left: BBN predictions taken
from PArthENoPE-standard (red), PArthENoPE-Marcucci (green), and PRIMAT (blue). Right:

Helium abundance taken from Aver et al. [38] (red), Peimbert et al. [39] (green), and Izotov
et al. [40] (blue).

most controversial aspects of BBN physics.

3.2 ⇤CDM + Ne↵ model

We now allow Ne↵ to vary in order to check whether the BAO+BBN dataset is compatible
with larger values of H0. Di↵erent physical e↵ects are now at play.

BAO data probe the ratio of the comoving sound horizon over several types of comoving
cosmological distances. For instance, in a flat universe, the BAO angular scale reads:

✓(z) =

R1
zD

cs(!b, z̃)H(z̃)�1
dz̃

R z
0 H(z̃)�1dz̃

'
R1
zD

cs(!b, z̃)
⇥
⌦r/⌦m(1 + z̃)4 + (1 + z̃)3

⇤�1/2
dz̃

R z
0 [1/⌦m � 1 + (1 + z̃)3]�1/2

dz̃

, (3.1)

where the baryon-photon sound speed cs depends on the baryon density and on redshift. For
a fixed !b, the numerator (related to the sound horizon) depends on the redshift of equality
between radiation and matter (i.e. on ⌦m/⌦r), while the denominator (related to the angular
diameter distance) depends on the redshift of equality between matter and ⇤ (i.e. on ⌦m).
It is possible to increase Ne↵ and H0 simultaneously while keeping these two redshifts (and
both ⌦m,⌦r) fixed: thus we expect BAO data to be compatible with arbitrary values of H0

when Ne↵ fluctuates. However, the degeneracy between Ne↵ and H0 is limited by BBN data
in two main ways.

First, variations in Ne↵ change the range of !b values preferred by deuterium, and
di↵erent baryon abundances lead to di↵erent values of the comoving sound horizon at the
time of baryon decoupling. However, this e↵ect is too small to yield any relevant bounds
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rs(zD), because they directly fit the full correlation function ⇣(r, z) to their data. Using the
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this quantity. With this approach the e↵ect of neutrino drag in the minimal ⇤CDM model
is consistently taken into account.

The approximation rBAO(z) = rs(zD) appears only at the level of BAO likelihoods in
sampling codes like MontePython [7, 34] or CosmoMC [47]. In these codes the quantity
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Figure 1: Primordial abundances YP (colored) and yDP (grey) as a function of (!b,�Ne↵)
with the PArthENoPE-standard BBN model, with superimposed measurements of Aver et
al. [38] for YP (blue) and Cooke et al. [37] for yDP (black). We can see that a �Ne↵ =
Ne↵ � 3.046 around zero is preferred, and deviations from it are mostly constrained by the
YP measurement.

3 Results

We ran class+MontePython in adaptive Metropolis-Hastings mode [34] to derive con-
straints on cosmological parameters from the BAO+BBN probe, first for the minimal ⇤CDM
model (section 3.1), and then for the ⇤CDM+Ne↵ model (section 3.2). All of our runs reached
a Gelmann-Rubin convergence criterion of |R� 1| < 10�4.

3.1 ⇤CDM model

For the minimal ⇤CDM model, we adopt flat priors on the three parameters (⌦m, H0,!b).
The other ⇤CDM parameters are not probed by BAO+BBN experiments and are thus kept
fixed. As in the Planck baseline model, we assume one massive neutrino species with m =
0.06 eV, and two massless ones.

In order to test our pipeline, we first run with the same assumptions as Cuceu et al. [24]:
we replace our full BBN likelihoods with a Gaussian prior on !b taken from Cooke et al.
[37] (for the case with a theoretical determination of the nuclear rate d(p, �)3He). The only
remaining di↵erence with reference [24] is the calculation of the comoving sound horizon:
our BAO likelihood uses the value calculated by class instead of an analytic approximation.
Nevertheless, our results agree very well with [24] (and also [23]), with a final prediction of
H0 = 67.5 ± 1.1 km/s/Mpc (68%C.L.) for the combined data set, in 3.6� tension with the
SH0ES measurement.
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• Adding Helium constraints? 

• If Neff≈3 at BBN and ΔNeff generated between BBN and equality: still no constraint            
(e.g. DM annihilating into DR, 1712.01246, 1803.03644) 

• If Neff is constant between BBN and CMB:  

Helium  —>  Neff  bounds  —>  H0 bounds (independent of perturbations)

 17

Constraints on background cosmology with enhanced Neff

Figure 1: Primordial abundances YP (colored) and yDP (grey) as a function of (!b,�Ne↵)
with the PArthENoPE-standard BBN model, with superimposed measurements of Aver et
al. [38] for YP (blue) and Cooke et al. [37] for yDP (black). We can see that a �Ne↵ =
Ne↵ � 3.046 around zero is preferred, and deviations from it are mostly constrained by the
YP measurement.

3 Results

We ran class+MontePython in adaptive Metropolis-Hastings mode [34] to derive con-
straints on cosmological parameters from the BAO+BBN probe, first for the minimal ⇤CDM
model (section 3.1), and then for the ⇤CDM+Ne↵ model (section 3.2). All of our runs reached
a Gelmann-Rubin convergence criterion of |R� 1| < 10�4.

3.1 ⇤CDM model

For the minimal ⇤CDM model, we adopt flat priors on the three parameters (⌦m, H0,!b).
The other ⇤CDM parameters are not probed by BAO+BBN experiments and are thus kept
fixed. As in the Planck baseline model, we assume one massive neutrino species with m =
0.06 eV, and two massless ones.

In order to test our pipeline, we first run with the same assumptions as Cuceu et al. [24]:
we replace our full BBN likelihoods with a Gaussian prior on !b taken from Cooke et al.
[37] (for the case with a theoretical determination of the nuclear rate d(p, �)3He). The only
remaining di↵erence with reference [24] is the calculation of the comoving sound horizon:
our BAO likelihood uses the value calculated by class instead of an analytic approximation.
Nevertheless, our results agree very well with [24] (and also [23]), with a final prediction of
H0 = 67.5 ± 1.1 km/s/Mpc (68%C.L.) for the combined data set, in 3.6� tension with the
SH0ES measurement.
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• Tension BAO+BBN <—> SH0ES reduces from 3.2σ to 2.6σ level only! 

• Η0 = 67.7+2.0-2.2 km/s/Mpc  (68% CL) 

• Could be enough if H0↘︎ (star formation bias),                                                                 
otherwise: Neff produced late or radically different mechanism…

 18

Constraints on background cosmology with enhanced Neff

Figure 2: 68% and 95% confidence levels on ⌦m and H0 with various data sets: BAO+BBN
for galaxy BAO (blue), Lyman-↵ BAO (green), and combined (red). Additionally displayed
is the Riess et al 2019 measurement (orange), and the Planck 2018 measurement (purple).
Left: Minimal ⇤CDM model. Right: The ⇤CDM model extended with Ne↵ .

We then switch to our own assumptions described in section 2: we use the full BAO
data described in table 1 plus our BBN likelihoods for both deuterium and helium, with
the baseline combination (PArthENoPE-standard and helium data from Aver et al. [38]).
Our results are shown in figure 2. We first run the two BAO data subsets individually, to
illustrate their di↵erent degeneracy directions, and then their combination to show the full
constraining power. With the full BAO+BBN data we obtain the marginalized bounds H0 =
68.3+1.1

�1.2 km/s/Mpc (68%C.L.), at 3.2� tension with the SH0ES collaboration measurement,
but within 0.7� of the Planck 2018 measurement (H0 = 67.3±0.6 km/s/Mpc, 68%C.L.). Our
results are slightly less in tension with SH0ES than those of [23, 24] because we use a realistic
theoretical error on deuterium abundance predictions. We still reach the same qualitative
conclusion as these references: in the ⇤CDM framework, BAO data are in tension with
direct measurement of the Hubble parameter, even when taking a conservative prior on !b

independent of any CMB data.

We performed additional runs to test the influence of di↵erent BBNmodeling and helium
measurements on this result. Our findings are shown in figure 3. The left panel shows the
impact of switching between the three pipelines PArthENoPE-standard, PArthENoPE-Marcucci
and PRIMAT. Essentially, this amounts in taking di↵erent assumptions on the most important
nuclear rates. Cuceu et al. [24], performed a similar test and found that their results for
H0 vary by 0.45� depending on such assumptions. In our case the variations remains within
less than 0.1� because in each case the theoretical error already takes into account the
uncertainties on these rates. The right panel shows the impact of taking the experimental
helium abundance measurement from the three di↵erent references listed in section 2. This
has a totally negligible impact because !b depends on deuterium much more than helium
measurements. In conclusion, we find that our results are robust and hardly a↵ected by the

– 7 –
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• self-interacting active neutrinos plus Dark Radiation 

Lancaster et al. [1704.06657], Oldengott et al. [1706.02123], Di Valentino et al. [1710.02559],  

Kreisch et al. [1902.00534], Park et al. [1904.02625] 

• light sterile neutrino interacting with a scalar field                                 Archidiacono et al. [1606.07673] 

• Interacting Dark Matter — Dark Radiation 

Lesgourgues et al. [1507.04351], Buen-Abad et al. [1708.09406], Archidiacono et al. [1907.01496] 

• Dark Matter converting into Dark Radiation  

Poulin et al. [1606.02073], Binder et al. [1712.01246], Bringmann et al. [1803.03644] 

• Dark Radiation from PBH                                                                                    Hooper et al. [1905.01301] 

• Early Dark Energy            Poulin et al. [1811.04083], Argrawal et al. [1904.01016], Lin et al. [1905.12618] 

• fifth force effects                                                                                               Desmond et al. [1907.03778]  

• Dark Matter interacting with Dark Energy                                                          Pan et al. [1907.07540], …  

• etc. (non-exhaustive)

 19

Solving Hubble tension with extended cosmological model

Neff>3                                                other form of energy excess around equality

No better than ΛCDM+Neff

Slightly better than ΛCDM+Neff by tuning annihilation history
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• DM and DR = relics frοm a Dark Sector (dark symmetry, massive fermions, dark photons or dark 
gluons), DR = self-coupled fluid enhancing Neff 

• DM-DR momentum exchange rate ~ T2,      
Γ/H = constant during radiation era, 
constant small dragging of DR over DM,   
DR growth rate enhanced,                         
DM growth rate reduced 

• “bad effects” of high Neff on CMB cured by 
DR sound speed and perturbations / on P(k) 
cured by DR drag on DM, even σ8 
reduction!

 20

Interacting Dark Sector

Particle physics: Buen-Abad, Marques-Tavares, Schmaltz, 1505.03542; <— LHC-motivated 
Cosmo: Lesgourgues et al. 1507.04351; Buen-Abad et al. 1708.09406; Archidiacono et al. 1907.01496
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FIG. 3: CLASS plots of the ratio of the linear MPS from the IDS model to that from ⇤CDM + �Nfluid

(left) in the WI limit, for di↵erent �0; and (right) in the DP limit, for di↵erent f . Note the k

(in)dependence of the suppression in the left (right) plots.

where � is the comoving distance as measured from the observer, and P(�+ ) is the Power Spectrum

of the sum of the metric perturbations, related to that of matter fluctuations on sub-Hubble scales

by the Poisson equation. Hence the impact of di↵erent cosmological model on the MPS and CMB

lensing spectrum is almost identical.

Fig. III B and Fig. III B show the e↵ects of �0 and f on the lensing power spectrum C
��
` .

These two parameters produce a smaller lensing spectrum due to the suppression in the DM

perturbations yielding shallower gravitational perturbations.

FIG. 4: CLASS plots of the ratio of the CMB lensing spectrum from the IDS model to that from

⇤CDM + �Nfluid (left) in the WI limit, for di↵erent �0; and (right) in the DP limit, for di↵erent f .

14

IDM perturbations start tracking the equilibrium solution given approximately by k
2
c
2
sp�idm =

�k
2
 . During MD and within the approximation ⌦b�b ⌧ ⌦cdm�cdm, the Poisson equation gives

�k
2
 ' 6⌘�2⌦cdm�cdm. Then the equilibrium solution reads �idm = 6(kcsp⌘)�2⌦cdm�cdm, and since

csp / ⌘
�1 the ratio between �idm and �cdm becomes constant, as can be seen in Fig. II C. Hence,

for small wavelengths, �idm remains much smaller than �cdm, and CDM fluctuations continue to

grow at the slightly lower rate of �cdm ⇠ ⌘
2�6f/5 instead of the usual ⌘2 (Eq. (B44)).

Note that this behavior is di↵erent from that of baryons and massive neutrinos, which behave

as collisionless matter at late times (the former after the baryon drag epoch, the latter once their

temperature decreases below their mass). Indeed, the speed of sound of both baryons and massive

neutrinos scales like the ratio of their temperature and mass: T/m ⇠ a
�2

⇠ ⌘
�4, which means

that they cool down very fast and start falling into the gravitational potentials sourced by the

CDM. On the other hand, in the DP model, the tight coupling between DR and IDM guarantees

that the IDM temperature always tracks that of the DR, and the speed of sound prevents IDM

perturbations to grow faster than and catch up to CDM perturbations. Thus �idm and �cdm do

not reach a common value on small scales.

In the DP limit, the suppression of the DM perturbations once again translates into smaller

gravitational perturbations sourced by them.
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FIG. 2: (Left) Ratio of �idm in WI to �cdm in ⇤CDM. Note that at some point during MD the suppression

saturates and remains more or less constant, because � / a
�2 decays faster than H / a

�3/2. (Right)

Ratio of �cdm and �idm in DP to �cdm in ⇤CDM. Note that after horizon crossing these suppressions are

never constant in time. Also, note that �idm oscillates early on, but later has the same time dependence

as �cdm in DP: the two lines become parallel. The plots were made with CLASS ([31]), holding ✓⇤CDM

and ✓IDS fixed.
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Interacting Dark Sector

Particle physics: Buen-Abad, Marques-Tavares, Schmaltz, 1505.03542;  
Cosmo: Lesgourgues et al. 1507.04351; Buen-Abad et al. 1708.09406; Archidiacono et al. 1907.01496
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Figure 6. (Left) Two-dimensional posterior distributions for all main parameters using Planck +
BAO, for the NADM case (red) and for ⇤CDM (blue), with the lower prior �Nfluid > 0.07. (Right)
Same as left but with the log prior �5  log10(�Nfluid)  0.

Our findings, presented in the left panel of Fig. 6 and middle column of Table 4, are
consistent with those of Refs. [46, 61] when using Planck 2015 + BAO 2011 data. Our bounds
are however slightly stronger and more up-to-date, because we include Planck lensing data
and more recent BAO data. We do not compare directly our results with those of Ref. [47],
as the latter always included direct H0 measurements, as well as Planck data on Sunyaev-
Zel’dovitch cluster counts.

We find 0.07  �Nfluid  0.59 (95 % C.L.), corresponding to 0.367 < ⇠ < 0.626 with a
non-flat prior on ⇠, and �0 < 1.2 · 10�7Mpc�1 (95 % C.L.), corresponding to 104adark⇠4 < 36
(95 % C.L.). We see that the lower prior edge on �Nfluid and the linear prior on both �Nfluid

and �0 have pushed the MCMC to explore regions that were not reached with the previous
ETHOS n = 0 prior: the previous preferred region only stretched up to twice smaller values
of ⇠ and 104adark⇠4. However, the current run is not forced to explore a region in tension
with the data, since the best-fit �

2 only increases marginally (by 1.9) with respect to the
best-fit ⇤CDM �

2.
Even if this model is not preferred by Planck + BAO data, it remains very interesting

as a possible way to reconcile CMB+BAO data with high values of H0 and low values
of �8 [46, 47]. Indeed, we find that this model can accommodate a large H0 = 69.6+0.8

�1.3
(68 % C.L.) reducing the tension with the most recent SH0ES data [100] from 4.1� to 2.7�,
and a low �8 = 0.813+0.015

�0.012 (68 % C.L.). It also allows for smaller values of the parameter

combination S8 ⌘ �8

p
⌦m/0.3 = 0.813+0.015

�0.012 (68 % C.L.)3 than the ⇤CDM model which

gives S8 = 0.8235+0.0088
�0.0091 (68 % C.L.) for the same dataset. Thus it increases the compatibility

with the combined KiDS + VIKING-450 + DES-Y1 measurement of Ref. [27] from 2.3� to
1.8� level4. The physical explanation is that this model is able to exploit the H0 � �Nfluid

3
For this model, we find exactly the same bounds on �8 and S8, because ⌦m remains very close to 0.3.

4
Measurements of S8 from weak lensing surveys are still very debated and potentially a↵ected by poorly

known systematics; for instance, the independent analysis of Ref. [28] gives a result compatible with our

⇤CDM S8 bounds at the 1.2� level.
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Fig. 33. 68 % and 95 % constraints from Planck TT+lowP (green), Planck TT+lowP+lensing (grey), and Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO (red) on the late-Universe parameters H0, �8, and ⌦m in various neutrino extensions of the base ⇤CDM
model. The blue contours show the base ⇤CDM constraints from Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO. The dashed cyan contours
show joint constraints from the H13 CFHTLenS galaxy weak lensing likelihood (with angular cuts as in Fig. 18) at constant CMB
acoustic scale ✓MC (fixed to the Planck TT+lowP ⇤CDM best fit) combined with BAO and the Hubble constant measurement of
Eq. (30). These additional constraints break large parameter degeneracies in the weak lensing likelihood that would otherwise ob-
scure the comparison with the Planck contours. Here priors on other parameters applied to the CFHTLenS analysis are as described
in Sect. 5.5.2.

We have also considered the case of additional radiation and
degenerate massive active neutrinos, with the combined con-
straint

Ne↵ = 3.2 ± 0.5
X

m⌫ < 0.32 eV

9>>=
>>; 95%, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO.

(67)
Again Planck shows no evidence for a deviation from the base
⇤CDM model.

6.4.4. Neutrino models and tension with external data

The extended models discussed in this section allow Planck to be
consistent with a wider range of late-Universe parameters than in
base ⇤CDM. Figure 33 summarizes the constraints on ⌦m, �8,
and H0 for the various models that we have considered. The in-
ferred Hubble parameter can increase or decrease, as required to
maintain the observed acoustic scale, depending on the relative
contribution of additional radiation (changing the sound hori-
zon) and neutrino mass (changing mainly the angular diameter
distance). However, all of the models follow similar degeneracy
directions in the ⌦m–�8 and H0–�8 planes, so these models re-
main predictive: large common areas of the parameter space are
excluded in all of these models. The two-parameter extensions
are required to fit substantially lower values of �8 without also
decreasing H0 below the values determined from direct measure-
ments, but the scope for doing this is clearly limited.

External data sets need to be reanalysed consistently in ex-
tended models, since the extensions change the growth of struc-
ture, angular distances, and the matter-radiation equality scale.

For example, the dashed lines in Fig. 33 show how di↵erent
models a↵ect the CFHTLenS galaxy weak lensing constraints
from Heymans et al. (2013) (see Sect. 5.5.2), when restricted
to the region of parameter space consistent with the Planck
acoustic scale measurements and the local Hubble parameter.
The filled green, grey, and red contours in Fig. 33 show the
CMB constraints on these models for various data combina-
tions. The tightest of these constraints comes from the Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO combination. The blue contours show
the constraints in the base ⇤CDM cosmology. The red contours
are broader than the blue contours and there is greater overlap
with the CFHTLenS contours, but this o↵ers only a marginal
improvement compared to base ⇤CDM (compare with Fig. 18;
see also the discussions in Leistedt et al. 2014 and Battye et al.
2015). For each of these models, the CFHTLenS results prefer
lower values of �8. Allowing for a higher neutrino mass low-
ers �8 from Planck, but does not help alleviate the discrepancy
with the CFHTLenS data, since the Planck data prefer a lower
value of H0. A joint analysis of the CFHTLenS likelihood with
Planck TT+lowP shows a ��2 < 1 preference for the extended
neutrino models compared to base ⇤CDM, and the fits to Planck
TT+lowP are worse in all cases. In base ⇤CDM the CFHTLenS
data prefer a region of parameter space ��2

⇡ 4 away from the
Planck TT+lowP+CFHTLenS joint fit, indicative of the tension
between the data sets. This is only slightly relieved to ��2

⇡ 3
in the extended models.

In summary, modifications to the neutrino sector alone can-
not easily explain the discrepancies between Planck and other
astrophysical data described in Sect. 5.5, including the inference
of a low value of �8 from rich cluster counts.
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acoustic scale ✓MC (fixed to the Planck TT+lowP ⇤CDM best fit) combined with BAO and the Hubble constant measurement of
Eq. (30). These additional constraints break large parameter degeneracies in the weak lensing likelihood that would otherwise ob-
scure the comparison with the Planck contours. Here priors on other parameters applied to the CFHTLenS analysis are as described
in Sect. 5.5.2.

We have also considered the case of additional radiation and
degenerate massive active neutrinos, with the combined con-
straint

Ne↵ = 3.2 ± 0.5
X

m⌫ < 0.32 eV

9>>=
>>; 95%, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO.

(67)
Again Planck shows no evidence for a deviation from the base
⇤CDM model.

6.4.4. Neutrino models and tension with external data

The extended models discussed in this section allow Planck to be
consistent with a wider range of late-Universe parameters than in
base ⇤CDM. Figure 33 summarizes the constraints on ⌦m, �8,
and H0 for the various models that we have considered. The in-
ferred Hubble parameter can increase or decrease, as required to
maintain the observed acoustic scale, depending on the relative
contribution of additional radiation (changing the sound hori-
zon) and neutrino mass (changing mainly the angular diameter
distance). However, all of the models follow similar degeneracy
directions in the ⌦m–�8 and H0–�8 planes, so these models re-
main predictive: large common areas of the parameter space are
excluded in all of these models. The two-parameter extensions
are required to fit substantially lower values of �8 without also
decreasing H0 below the values determined from direct measure-
ments, but the scope for doing this is clearly limited.

External data sets need to be reanalysed consistently in ex-
tended models, since the extensions change the growth of struc-
ture, angular distances, and the matter-radiation equality scale.

For example, the dashed lines in Fig. 33 show how di↵erent
models a↵ect the CFHTLenS galaxy weak lensing constraints
from Heymans et al. (2013) (see Sect. 5.5.2), when restricted
to the region of parameter space consistent with the Planck
acoustic scale measurements and the local Hubble parameter.
The filled green, grey, and red contours in Fig. 33 show the
CMB constraints on these models for various data combina-
tions. The tightest of these constraints comes from the Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO combination. The blue contours show
the constraints in the base ⇤CDM cosmology. The red contours
are broader than the blue contours and there is greater overlap
with the CFHTLenS contours, but this o↵ers only a marginal
improvement compared to base ⇤CDM (compare with Fig. 18;
see also the discussions in Leistedt et al. 2014 and Battye et al.
2015). For each of these models, the CFHTLenS results prefer
lower values of �8. Allowing for a higher neutrino mass low-
ers �8 from Planck, but does not help alleviate the discrepancy
with the CFHTLenS data, since the Planck data prefer a lower
value of H0. A joint analysis of the CFHTLenS likelihood with
Planck TT+lowP shows a ��2 < 1 preference for the extended
neutrino models compared to base ⇤CDM, and the fits to Planck
TT+lowP are worse in all cases. In base ⇤CDM the CFHTLenS
data prefer a region of parameter space ��2

⇡ 4 away from the
Planck TT+lowP+CFHTLenS joint fit, indicative of the tension
between the data sets. This is only slightly relieved to ��2

⇡ 3
in the extended models.

In summary, modifications to the neutrino sector alone can-
not easily explain the discrepancies between Planck and other
astrophysical data described in Sect. 5.5, including the inference
of a low value of �8 from rich cluster counts.
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TT+lowP+lensing+BAO (red) on the late-Universe parameters H0, �8, and ⌦m in various neutrino extensions of the base ⇤CDM
model. The blue contours show the base ⇤CDM constraints from Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO. The dashed cyan contours
show joint constraints from the H13 CFHTLenS galaxy weak lensing likelihood (with angular cuts as in Fig. 18) at constant CMB
acoustic scale ✓MC (fixed to the Planck TT+lowP ⇤CDM best fit) combined with BAO and the Hubble constant measurement of
Eq. (30). These additional constraints break large parameter degeneracies in the weak lensing likelihood that would otherwise ob-
scure the comparison with the Planck contours. Here priors on other parameters applied to the CFHTLenS analysis are as described
in Sect. 5.5.2.

We have also considered the case of additional radiation and
degenerate massive active neutrinos, with the combined con-
straint

Ne↵ = 3.2 ± 0.5
X

m⌫ < 0.32 eV

9>>=
>>; 95%, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO.

(67)
Again Planck shows no evidence for a deviation from the base
⇤CDM model.

6.4.4. Neutrino models and tension with external data

The extended models discussed in this section allow Planck to be
consistent with a wider range of late-Universe parameters than in
base ⇤CDM. Figure 33 summarizes the constraints on ⌦m, �8,
and H0 for the various models that we have considered. The in-
ferred Hubble parameter can increase or decrease, as required to
maintain the observed acoustic scale, depending on the relative
contribution of additional radiation (changing the sound hori-
zon) and neutrino mass (changing mainly the angular diameter
distance). However, all of the models follow similar degeneracy
directions in the ⌦m–�8 and H0–�8 planes, so these models re-
main predictive: large common areas of the parameter space are
excluded in all of these models. The two-parameter extensions
are required to fit substantially lower values of �8 without also
decreasing H0 below the values determined from direct measure-
ments, but the scope for doing this is clearly limited.

External data sets need to be reanalysed consistently in ex-
tended models, since the extensions change the growth of struc-
ture, angular distances, and the matter-radiation equality scale.

For example, the dashed lines in Fig. 33 show how di↵erent
models a↵ect the CFHTLenS galaxy weak lensing constraints
from Heymans et al. (2013) (see Sect. 5.5.2), when restricted
to the region of parameter space consistent with the Planck
acoustic scale measurements and the local Hubble parameter.
The filled green, grey, and red contours in Fig. 33 show the
CMB constraints on these models for various data combina-
tions. The tightest of these constraints comes from the Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO combination. The blue contours show
the constraints in the base ⇤CDM cosmology. The red contours
are broader than the blue contours and there is greater overlap
with the CFHTLenS contours, but this o↵ers only a marginal
improvement compared to base ⇤CDM (compare with Fig. 18;
see also the discussions in Leistedt et al. 2014 and Battye et al.
2015). For each of these models, the CFHTLenS results prefer
lower values of �8. Allowing for a higher neutrino mass low-
ers �8 from Planck, but does not help alleviate the discrepancy
with the CFHTLenS data, since the Planck data prefer a lower
value of H0. A joint analysis of the CFHTLenS likelihood with
Planck TT+lowP shows a ��2 < 1 preference for the extended
neutrino models compared to base ⇤CDM, and the fits to Planck
TT+lowP are worse in all cases. In base ⇤CDM the CFHTLenS
data prefer a region of parameter space ��2

⇡ 4 away from the
Planck TT+lowP+CFHTLenS joint fit, indicative of the tension
between the data sets. This is only slightly relieved to ��2

⇡ 3
in the extended models.

In summary, modifications to the neutrino sector alone can-
not easily explain the discrepancies between Planck and other
astrophysical data described in Sect. 5.5, including the inference
of a low value of �8 from rich cluster counts.
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scure the comparison with the Planck contours. Here priors on other parameters applied to the CFHTLenS analysis are as described
in Sect. 5.5.2.

We have also considered the case of additional radiation and
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Ne↵ = 3.2 ± 0.5
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>>; 95%, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO.

(67)
Again Planck shows no evidence for a deviation from the base
⇤CDM model.

6.4.4. Neutrino models and tension with external data

The extended models discussed in this section allow Planck to be
consistent with a wider range of late-Universe parameters than in
base ⇤CDM. Figure 33 summarizes the constraints on ⌦m, �8,
and H0 for the various models that we have considered. The in-
ferred Hubble parameter can increase or decrease, as required to
maintain the observed acoustic scale, depending on the relative
contribution of additional radiation (changing the sound hori-
zon) and neutrino mass (changing mainly the angular diameter
distance). However, all of the models follow similar degeneracy
directions in the ⌦m–�8 and H0–�8 planes, so these models re-
main predictive: large common areas of the parameter space are
excluded in all of these models. The two-parameter extensions
are required to fit substantially lower values of �8 without also
decreasing H0 below the values determined from direct measure-
ments, but the scope for doing this is clearly limited.

External data sets need to be reanalysed consistently in ex-
tended models, since the extensions change the growth of struc-
ture, angular distances, and the matter-radiation equality scale.

For example, the dashed lines in Fig. 33 show how di↵erent
models a↵ect the CFHTLenS galaxy weak lensing constraints
from Heymans et al. (2013) (see Sect. 5.5.2), when restricted
to the region of parameter space consistent with the Planck
acoustic scale measurements and the local Hubble parameter.
The filled green, grey, and red contours in Fig. 33 show the
CMB constraints on these models for various data combina-
tions. The tightest of these constraints comes from the Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO combination. The blue contours show
the constraints in the base ⇤CDM cosmology. The red contours
are broader than the blue contours and there is greater overlap
with the CFHTLenS contours, but this o↵ers only a marginal
improvement compared to base ⇤CDM (compare with Fig. 18;
see also the discussions in Leistedt et al. 2014 and Battye et al.
2015). For each of these models, the CFHTLenS results prefer
lower values of �8. Allowing for a higher neutrino mass low-
ers �8 from Planck, but does not help alleviate the discrepancy
with the CFHTLenS data, since the Planck data prefer a lower
value of H0. A joint analysis of the CFHTLenS likelihood with
Planck TT+lowP shows a ��2 < 1 preference for the extended
neutrino models compared to base ⇤CDM, and the fits to Planck
TT+lowP are worse in all cases. In base ⇤CDM the CFHTLenS
data prefer a region of parameter space ��2

⇡ 4 away from the
Planck TT+lowP+CFHTLenS joint fit, indicative of the tension
between the data sets. This is only slightly relieved to ��2

⇡ 3
in the extended models.

In summary, modifications to the neutrino sector alone can-
not easily explain the discrepancies between Planck and other
astrophysical data described in Sect. 5.5, including the inference
of a low value of �8 from rich cluster counts.
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Particle physics: Buen-Abad, Marques-Tavares, Schmaltz, 1505.03542;  
Cosmo: Lesgourgues et al. 1507.04351; Buen-Abad et al. 1708.09406; Archidiacono et al. 1907.01496
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Figure 6. (Left) Two-dimensional posterior distributions for all main parameters using Planck +
BAO, for the NADM case (red) and for ⇤CDM (blue), with the lower prior �Nfluid > 0.07. (Right)
Same as left but with the log prior �5  log10(�Nfluid)  0.

Our findings, presented in the left panel of Fig. 6 and middle column of Table 4, are
consistent with those of Refs. [46, 61] when using Planck 2015 + BAO 2011 data. Our bounds
are however slightly stronger and more up-to-date, because we include Planck lensing data
and more recent BAO data. We do not compare directly our results with those of Ref. [47],
as the latter always included direct H0 measurements, as well as Planck data on Sunyaev-
Zel’dovitch cluster counts.

We find 0.07  �Nfluid  0.59 (95 % C.L.), corresponding to 0.367 < ⇠ < 0.626 with a
non-flat prior on ⇠, and �0 < 1.2 · 10�7Mpc�1 (95 % C.L.), corresponding to 104adark⇠4 < 36
(95 % C.L.). We see that the lower prior edge on �Nfluid and the linear prior on both �Nfluid

and �0 have pushed the MCMC to explore regions that were not reached with the previous
ETHOS n = 0 prior: the previous preferred region only stretched up to twice smaller values
of ⇠ and 104adark⇠4. However, the current run is not forced to explore a region in tension
with the data, since the best-fit �

2 only increases marginally (by 1.9) with respect to the
best-fit ⇤CDM �

2.
Even if this model is not preferred by Planck + BAO data, it remains very interesting

as a possible way to reconcile CMB+BAO data with high values of H0 and low values
of �8 [46, 47]. Indeed, we find that this model can accommodate a large H0 = 69.6+0.8

�1.3
(68 % C.L.) reducing the tension with the most recent SH0ES data [99] from 4.1� to 2.7�,
and a low �8 = 0.813+0.015

�0.012 (68 % C.L.). It also allows for smaller values of the parameter

combination S8 ⌘ �8

p
⌦m/0.3 = 0.813+0.015

�0.012 (68 % C.L.)3 than the ⇤CDM model which

gives S8 = 0.8235+0.0088
�0.0091 (68 % C.L.) for the same dataset. Thus it increases the compatibility

with the combined KiDS + VIKING-450 + DES-Y1 measurement of Ref. [27] from 2.3� to
1.8� level4. The physical explanation is that this model is able to exploit the H0 � �Nfluid

3
For this model, we find exactly the same bounds on �8 and S8, because ⌦m remains very close to 0.3.

4
Measurements of S8 from weak lensing surveys are still very debated and potentially a↵ected by poorly

known systematics; for instance, the independent analysis of Ref. [28] gives a result compatible with our

⇤CDM S8 bounds at the 1.2� level.
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• This model : n=0 case of the ETHOS parametrisation of any Lagrangian-based DM-DR 
interaction [Cyr-Racine et al. 1512.05344] 

• n = 2, 4 cases: exponential suppression of small-scale power spectrum + Dark Acoustic 
Oscillation: candidate for small-scale CDM crisis 

• Test with Lyman-α 1D flux? 

• Krall et al [1705.08894]: constraints on n=0 with SDSS-II Ly-α: McDonald et al.’s (σ8, 
Νeff): σ8 larger than for ΛCDM, n=0 model disfavoured 

• Garny et al. [1805.12203]: constraints on n=0 with BOSS Ly-α: analytical modelling of 
1D flux power spectrum, n=0 model unconstrained by Lyman-α 

• Bose et al. [1811.10630]: show how to compute 1D flux for n=4 with simulations; DAO 
washed out
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Interacting Dark Sector and Lyman-α

FIG. 2. Upper row: Best fit of the Lyman-↵ flux power spectrum for a ⇤CDM Universe to the
BOSS1 data. On the left, we show our theoretical model prediction for the Lyman-↵ flux power
spectrum P1D(k, z) (solid lines) as a function of the wavevector along the line-of-sight, k, and for
redshifts z = [2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6] (from bottom to top) in comparison to the BOSS1 data
(dots). The corresponding residuals of the model fit for the same redshifts are plotted on the
right. Middle row: Comparison of the Lyman-↵ flux power spectrum to mock data extracted from
high resolution hydrodynamical simulations [64] (see text). Lower row: As first row, but for a
warm dark matter model with msterile ⌫ = 1.6keV, corresponding to mthermal = 0.46keV. Note the
di↵erent y-ranges in the right panel.
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Figure 1. Dimensionless power spectra
⇥
�2

(k) = k3P(k)
⇤

for the CDM
(black) and �DAO (red) models used in this work. For comparison, we
also show the power spectra for the less extreme E����-4 model (blue; see
Vogelsberger et al. 2016) which exhibits a deviation from CDM at a scale
comparable to that of a 3.3 keV thermal relic WDM particle (in yellow).
On the other hand, the cuto� scale for the �DAO model is closer to that
of a 1.6 keV thermal relic (green). Furthermore, the amplitude of the dark
acoustic oscillations (DAOs) in the �DAO model is considerably larger than
in E����-4.

3 NUMERICAL SETUP

3.1 Simulations and initial conditions

The simulations we present in this work make use of the cosmo-
logical simulation code, A���� (Springel 2010). A���� employs a
hybrid tree/particle-mesh scheme to solve for gravitational interac-
tions of DM particles, and a moving, unstructured Voronoi mesh to
solve equations of hydrodynamics. The moving mesh is adaptive in
nature, resolving fluids in regions of high density with many more
cells of a smaller size than in low density environments. A���� has
been augmented with a comprehensive model for galaxy formation
(Weinberger et al. 2017; Pillepich et al. 2018a) which we use here.
In addition, Vogelsberger et al. (2016) presents an updated version
of A���� which, in addition to the galaxy formation models men-
tioned above, also incorporates elastic, isotropic self-interactions of
DM particles, while allowing for arbitrary velocity-dependent inter-
action cross-sections (using an algorithm adapted from the original
described in detail in Vogelsberger et al. 2012). While the self-
scatterings of DM particles have a pronounced impact on the inter-
nal structure of haloes at late-times, their influence on the IGM at
high redshifts will be sub-dominant to that induced by the cuto� in
the power spectrum; we have therefore turned o� self-interactions
in the simulations.

Our high resolution simulations follow the evolution of 2⇥5123

DM and gas particles from z = 127 to z = 0 in a periodic box of
(comoving) size 29.6 cMpc (20 h

�1cMpc), resulting in an e�ective
DM particle mass of 6.41 ⇥ 106 M� . An individual gas cell has a
target mass of 1.01⇥106 M� . This target gas mass also corresponds
to the typical mass of a stellar macro-particle representing a stellar
population. We enforce that the mass of all cells is within a factor
of two of the target mass by explicitly refining and de-refining the
mesh cells. The comoving softening length for DM particles is set
to 1.19 kpc, while the (adaptive) softening applied to a gas cell is set
to a comoving minimum value of 185 pc. To check for convergence,

we also run a second set of simulations a factor of two lower in
resolution.

We use the fiducial IllustrisTNG galaxy formation model
(Weinberger et al. 2017; Pillepich et al. 2018a) with one change.
Namely, we have turned o� the magnetohydrodynamics solver as
it is not relevant for the analysis presented here. As in the fiducial
TNG model, each of our simulations is set up with a time-dependent,
spatially uniform ionising background as described in the model by
Faucher-Giguère et al. (2009). The TNG model is built upon the
original Illustris galaxy formation model described in Vogelsberger
et al. (2013).

Initial conditions for all simulations were generated using the
����� code (Hahn & Abel 2011), assuming cosmological parame-
ters derived from Planck Collaboration et al. (2016): ⌦0 = 0.311
(total matter density), ⌦b = 0.049 (baryon density), ⌦⇤ = 0.689
(dark energy density), H0 = 67.5 kms�1Mpc�1 (Hubble parame-
ter) and �8 = 0.815 (linear rms density fluctuation in a sphere of
radius 8 h

�1 Mpc at z = 0). The dimensionless linear power spectra
used to generate initial conditions are shown in Fig. 1. While the
CDM power spectrum exhibits power on all scales, the two E����
models cuto� at log[k/hcMpc�1

] ⇡ 1. In this paper we will be con-
cerned with the �DAO model, in which the model parameters have
been adjusted to amplify the e�ect of DAOs, as explained in the
previous section. Our goal is to investigate the extent to which the
characteristics of DAOs in the E���� models can be probed using
the Lyman-↵ forest. To put our results in context, we have also run
simulations of the E����-4 and 1.6 keV WDM models at our default
resolution. The choice of a 1.6 keV thermal relic is motivated by the
fact that the free-streaming scale in this model is identical to the cut-
o� in �DAO; this helps disentangle small-scale di�erences induced
by the acoustic oscillations from those that are caused by a primor-
dial cuto�. The simulations are analysed to perform mock Lyman-↵
observations using the procedure that we describe in the follow-
ing subsection. Finally, we note that simulations that resolve the
primordial power spectrum cuto� are plagued with artificial frag-
mentation of filaments that condense into ‘spurious’ haloes (e.g.
Wang & White 2007; Lovell et al. 2014). These objects are seeded
by discreteness of the particle set rather than a true gravitational
instability, and must hence be excluded from the analysis. This is
a well-known problem in WDM simulations, but is less severe in
the E���� models which have added small-scale power in the form
of DAOs (Buckley et al. 2014, see also Fig. A1). This is especially
true at high redshift, which is the regime of interest in this paper.
As such, we do not perform any extra steps to classify these objects
in the simulations we have run.

3.2 Creating Lyman-↵ mock absorption spectra

From the outputs of each simulation, we generate synthetic absorp-
tion spectra using the methodology outlined in Altay & Theuns
(2013). In short, at each output time, we select 1024 randomly-
selected skewers3 oriented parallel to a coordinate axis of the box.
Gas cell properties are interpolated onto locations along each skewer
using a smoothing kernel; we follow Altay & Theuns (2013) and
employ a truncated Gaussian kernel, Gt (r,�), which is defined as:

Gt (r,�) = N

(
exp (�A

2
r

2
) , for r 6 hsml

0 , otherwise
(2)

3 We have checked explicitly that our results are converged for this choice
for the number of sightlines (see Fig. A2).
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Archidiacono, Hooper, Murgia, Bohr, Lesgourgues, Viel et al. 1907.01496 

• high-resolution HIRES/MIKE Ly-α: with simulations for (α,β,γ) parametrisation 

• Likelihood in MontePython finds “equivalent ΛCDM model”, take linear P(k) ratio, fits  (α,β,γ), get 
PF1D(k,z;α,β,γ) by interpolation, fits data to get χ2(α,β,γ) like in Murgia et al. 1704.07838
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Figure 1. (Left) Linear transfer functions T (k)2 = P (k)/P (k)⇤CDM at z = 0, for n = 4 (top row),
n = 2 (second row), n = 0 (bottom row). The di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent values of the
amount of dark radiation ⇠ and of the strength of the interaction adark. Solid lines depict the true
T (k)2, while dashed lines of the same colour show the corresponding {↵,�, �}-fit. (Right) Relative
deviation of the {↵,�, �}-fit from the true T (k)2 (solid lines) for the same models (colours) as in
the left panel. The vertical lines show k1/2 (dot-dashed lines) and kfit (dashed lines - for n = 0,
kfit = kmax). The grey shaded region approximately represents the k range probed by Lyman-↵ data.

numerical simulations. Such procedure relies in fact on a large set of pre-computed hydrody-
namical simulations, and on an advanced interpolation method which is able to accurately
deal with the sparse, non-regular grid defined by the simulations. As in Refs. [54, 72], our ref-
erence model simulation has a box length of 20/h comoving Mpc with 2⇥7683 gas and CDM
particles (with gravitational softening 1.04/h comoving kpc) in a flat ⇤CDM universe with
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Figure 1. (Left) Linear transfer functions T (k)2 = P (k)/P (k)⇤CDM at z = 0, for n = 4 (top row),
n = 2 (second row), n = 0 (bottom row). The di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent values of the
amount of dark radiation ⇠ and of the strength of the interaction adark. Solid lines depict the true
T (k)2, while dashed lines of the same colour show the corresponding {↵,�, �}-fit. (Right) Relative
deviation of the {↵,�, �}-fit from the true T (k)2 (solid lines) for the same models (colours) as in
the left panel. The vertical lines show k1/2 (dot-dashed lines) and kfit (dashed lines - for n = 0,
kfit = kmax). The grey shaded region approximately represents the k range probed by Lyman-↵ data.

numerical simulations. Such procedure relies in fact on a large set of pre-computed hydrody-
namical simulations, and on an advanced interpolation method which is able to accurately
deal with the sparse, non-regular grid defined by the simulations. As in Refs. [54, 72], our ref-
erence model simulation has a box length of 20/h comoving Mpc with 2⇥7683 gas and CDM
particles (with gravitational softening 1.04/h comoving kpc) in a flat ⇤CDM universe with
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candidate translate into bounds on ↵, by the following formula [24]:

↵ = 0.24

✓
mx/Tx

1 keV/T⌫

◆�0.83 ✓ !x

0.25 · (0.7)2

◆�0.16

Mpc

= 0.049
⇣ mx

1 keV

⌘�1.11
✓

⌦x

0.25

◆0.11 ✓ h

0.7

◆1.22

h�1Mpc ,

(2.3)

where the subscripts x and ⌫ refer to WDM and active-neutrino properties, respectively, and the
second equation holds only in the case of thermal relics.

Let us now generalize Eq. (2.2) and write down the following fitting formula1

T (k) = [1 + (↵k)� ]� , (2.4)

which is a function of three free parameters: ↵, �, and �. In this paper we show that the simple
function given by Eq. (2.4) is generic enough to describe the majority of nCDM models from the
literature.

As a next step, let us define the characteristic half-mode scale k1/2, obtained by setting T 2 ⌘ 1/2.
Using Eq. (2.4), we therefore have:

k1/2 =
1

↵

"✓
1p
2

◆1/�

� 1

#1/�

. (2.5)

Whereas through Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) we had a one-to-one correspondence between mx and ↵, con-
straints on the DM mass are now, by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), mapped to 3-dimensional surfaces in the
{↵,�, �} space. In other words, given a value of k1/2, which corresponds to a certain (thermal) WDM
mass, we can easily compute the corresponding surface in the 3-dimensional parameter space from
Eq. (2.5) – but this information alone is not yet su�cient to decide about the validity of the point
under consideration. In Fig. 1 we plot the three surfaces associated to the k1/2 values listed below:

k01/2 = 14.323 h/Mpc (if thermal:  ! m0
x = 2 keV),

k001/2 = 22.463 h/Mpc (if thermal:  ! m00
x = 3 keV),

k0001/2 = 30.914 h/Mpc (if thermal:  ! m000
x = 4 keV).

(2.6)

We also build up a 3⇥3⇥3 non-regular grid that brackets the volume of the parameter space between
the blue upper surface (corresponding to k01/2) and the red lower surface (corresponding to k0001/2) in

Fig. 1. This is done by taking all the possible combinations of the two triplets � = {1.5, 2, 2.5} and
� = {�1,�5,�10} and computing the corresponding values of ↵, by plugging the values of k1/2 listed
in Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.5).

Thus, we obtain a table with 27 combinations of {↵,�, �} that sample the volume of the param-
eter space associated to thermal WDM masses between 2 and 4 keV, each of them corresponding to a
di↵erent nCDM model. The models are listed in Tab. 1, with labels from 1 to 27, and are represented
in Fig. 1 by the black points. In order to investigate even shallower and steeper transfer functions,
we have furthermore considered 28 additional points in the parameter space, corresponding to the
{↵,�, �}-combinations listed in Tab. 1, with labels from 28 to 55, represented by the red points in
Fig. 1. Note that, although the points marked in Fig. 1 may appear to be somewhat sparcely dis-
tributed at first sight, they in fact cover a large fraction of the relevant parameter space. The reason
for this lies in a quasi-degeneracy between the two parameters ↵ and �, which we discuss in detail in
Appendix A.

For each of the models listed in Tab. 1, we have computed the corresponding transfer function
by using Eq. (2.4). We plot them in the left panel of Fig. 2, where the green and blue dashed lines

1
Note that equivalent fitting functions have already been used in, e.g., Refs. [39–41]. However, they have only been

applied to special cases, and its general applicability had not been recognised to our knowledge.
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• Case n=4: Ly-α pushes down constraint on coupling by 6 orders of magnitude 

• Case n=2: similar behaviour 

• Case n=0: Ly-α less constraining than CMB! (model affects larger scales)
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Figure 3. (Left) Two-dimensional posterior distributions for all main parameters for the n = 4 case,
with Planck + BAO (red), Planck + BAO + Lyman-↵ Data (dark blue), and the Lyman-↵ Prior
check run explained in the text (light blue), when running with a flat prior on ⇠ and logarithmic
prior on adark. The smoothing has deliberately been turned o↵ to show the sharp boundaries of the
preferred regions more clearly. (Right) Posterior distributions when using linear priors on �Ne↵ and
adark⇠

4.

CMB constraints. We expect a clear degeneracy between the amount of DR ⇠ and the inter-
action strength adark, because the data should remain compatible with DM interacting either
strongly with a small amount of DR or barely with a large amount of DR. To capture this
behaviour, we chose to use a flat prior on log10(adark) in the range [�3, 20]. Indeed, a linear
prior on adark would only give weight to the region with a high interaction rate and thus a
tiny DR density. This would lead to very strong bounds on ⇠ that would not reflect the fact
that the data is perfectly compatible with values up to ⇠ ⇠ 0.40.

In the middle plot of the left panel of Fig. 3, we can see the expected degeneracy between
⇠ and log10(adark). The results of MCMC runs are usually plotted as smoothed contour plots.
In this particular work, we choose instead to plot the non-smoothed density of points in the
chains2, in order to precisely visualise the edges of the region preferred by the data. The
Planck + BAO allowed region has two sharp edges set by the data rather than the priors:

• a vertical line corresponding to the maximum allowed value of ⇠ (and therefore �Ne↵)
in the ETHOS n = 4 model. We find ⇠ < 0.40 (95 % C.L.), which is consistent within 1�
with the bound obtained in Ref. [41], with our bounds being slightly tighter. This small
di↵erence can be attributed to our inclusion of the lensing and BAO likelihoods, which
were not included in the previous study. This can be translated into �Ne↵ < 0.10, but
the latter result must be taken with a grain of salt because it derives from a flat prior on
⇠. Later in this section we will report another bound obtained with a flat prior on �Ne↵ .
The physical interpretation of this boundary is that the CMB data is incompatible with

2
In practice this is achieved by analysing the chains with a high number of bins (one hundred).
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• Neutrinos cluster more than free-streaming ones: reduced the “bad effects” of increasing Neff 

(e.g. neutrino drag) and of increasing Mν.  

• Bimodal posterior: 

• High-interaction case accommodates Neff~2.8-4.5 and Mv~0.05-0.55 eV (95%CL)! Mν bounds 
released by factor 4.5 

• Could be discriminated with more LSS data and better CMB temperature and polarisation data 
(Simons observatory, CMB Stage 4…)
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FIG. 1. Probability distributions for parameters from a nine-parameter model (⇤CDM plus neutrino self-interaction strength
Ge↵ , e↵ective neutrino number, and neutrino mass), using the WMAP and Planck CMB data combined with BAO and Planck
lensing data. The parameters derived using Planck are consistent with previous results [45] and show the clear bimodality in
the neutrino self-interaction strength. The ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ distributions show the marginalized posteriors when considering
each of the bimodal islands separately. For the unseparated distribution, the strong mode has a lower marginalized posterior
relative to the weak mode. The distribution using just WMAP data is not bimodal.

how upcoming CMB data might distinguish between the
two models. This extends similar investigations in [46].

II. METHODS

We use MCMC methods to map out the posterior dis-
tribution for a 9-parameter cosmological model: 6 param-
eters are the usual ⇤CDM parameters (baryon density,
cold dark matter density, angular peak position, spectral
index and amplitude, and optical depth) and we also vary
the e↵ective number of neutrino species, Ne↵ , the sum
of neutrino masses,

P
m⌫ , and the interaction strength

Ge↵ . We impose linear priors on all parameters, except
Ge↵ which takes a logarithmic prior. This prior choice
is further discussed in Section III A. We use the Cos-
moMC sampling code [53] with Multinest [54], which is
well-suited to multimodal posteriors. We use the same
modified Boltzmann code, CAMB, as in [45], and imple-
ment the same modifications in the CLASS code as a
cross-check.

The datasets used are Planck 2015 temperature and
lensing likelihood using the Plik-lite code [55, 56], com-
bined with current BAO data [57–59], and a gaussian
prior on the optical depth of ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012 from
Planck. We also examine the e↵ect of replacing just the
Planck TT data with the WMAP 9-year TT and TE

data [60], using the same BAO data and optical depth
prior. Additionally, we generate simulated TT, TE and
EE spectra representative of the upcoming Simons Ob-
servatory (SO), with co-added white noise levels of 5µK-
amin over 40% of the sky, a 1.40 beam and maximum
multipoles of ` = 3000 in temperature and ` = 5000 in
polarization [61]1. We describe the input models for these
simulations in Sec. III C.

III. RESULTS

A. Parameter distributions with current data

In Figure 1 we show a set of the posterior distribu-
tions for the sampled and derived parameters for the
Planck data compared to the WMAP data. Both data
were accompanied by the same BAO data and ⌧ prior.
For Planck we find results consistent with [45, 46], with
a bimodal distribution for Ge↵ . One mode is consis-
tent with ⇤CDM, and the other ‘strong’ mode has non-
zero interactions. We identify the preferred parame-

1 In this study we do not include the non-white noise and residual
foregrounds considered in [61].
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Large, non-standard neutrino self-interactions have been shown to resolve the ⇠ 4� tension in
Hubble constant measurements and a milder tension in the amplitude of matter fluctuations. We
demonstrate that interactions of the necessary size imply the existence of a force-carrier with a
large neutrino coupling (> 10�4) and mass in the keV – 100 MeV range. This mediator is subject
to stringent cosmological and laboratory bounds, and we find that nearly all realizations of such
a particle are excluded by existing data unless it carries spin 0 and couples almost exclusively to
⌧ -flavored neutrinos. Furthermore, we find that the light neutrinos must be Majorana, and that a
UV-complete model requires a non-minimal mechanism to simultaneously generate neutrino masses
and appreciable self-interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discrepancy between low-redshift and Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) determinations of the
present-day Hubble parameter, H0, has grown in signif-
icance to ⇠ 4� over the last several years [1–5]. The
standard cosmological model, ⇤CDM, may need to be
augmented if this “H0 tension” is not resolved by ob-
servational systematics. Intriguingly, this tension cannot
be addressed by modifying ⇤CDM at low redshift [6–
9], but adding new physics before recombination seems
more promising [10–16]. Furthermore, low redshift mea-
surements of the matter density fluctuation amplitude on
8 Mpc scales, �8, also appear to be lower than predicted
by ⇤CDM from the CMB. This milder �8 tension is not
ameliorated in the models of [11–16].

A particularly interesting resolution to these issues is a
non-standard neutrino self-interaction of the form [17–20]

Le↵ = Ge↵(⌫̄⌫)(⌫̄⌫), (1)

where Ge↵ is a dimensionful coupling and flavor indices
have been suppressed. If Ge↵ is much larger than the
Standard Model (SM) Fermi constant, GF, neutrinos re-
main tightly coupled to each other until relatively late
times. This inhibits their free-streaming and results in
enhanced power on small scales and a shift in the acous-
tic peaks of the CMB spectrum relative to ⇤CDM [21].
The e↵ect of neutrino self-interactions is degenerate with
other parameters in the CMB fit, such as the angular
scale of the sound horizon, the spectral index and ampli-
tude of primordial fluctuations, and extra free-streaming
radiation (as parametrized by Ne↵).

These approximate degeneracies have been shown to
prefer Ge↵ � GF in cosmological data [17–20] and relax
the H0 tension [18–20]. The latest results of Ref. [20] ex-
tended previous analyses by allowing for finite neutrino
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masses and extra free-streaming radiation at the time of
the CMB. They found that Ge↵ in the “strongly inter-
acting” (SI⌫) or “moderately interacting” (MI⌫) regimes

Ge↵ =

(
(4.6 ± 0.5MeV)�2 (SI⌫)

(90+170

�60
MeV)�2 (MI⌫)

(2)

could simultaneously reduce the H0 and �8 tensions. In-
terestingly, the SI⌫ cosmology prefers a value of H0 com-
patible with local measurements at the 1� level, even
before including local data in the fit.
The favored range of Ge↵ in Eq. (2) vastly exceeds

the strength of weak interactions, whose corresponding
coupling is GF ' (2.9 ⇥ 105 MeV)�2. As we discuss be-
low, such an interaction can only arise from the virtual
exchange of a force carrier (“mediator”) with O(MeV)
mass and appreciable couplings to neutrinos. This mass
range indicates that this scenario faces a variety of strin-
gent cosmological and laboratory constraints.
We find that if the interaction in Eq. (1) resolves the

H0 tension, then:

• SI⌫ is excluded: The SI⌫-range of Eq. (2) can-
not be realized in any of the consistent, low-energy,
weakly coupled models that we consider.

• Vector forces are excluded: Constraints from
the epoch of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) ex-
clude all self-consistent vector mediators.

• Dirac neutrinos are excluded: If neutrinos are
Dirac particles, mediator-neutrino interactions ef-
ficiently thermalize the right-handed component of
neutrinos, thereby significantly increasing the num-
ber of neutrino species at BBN.

• Minimal seesaw models are excluded: Achiev-
ing the necessary interaction strength in Eq. (2)
from a gauge-invariant, UV-complete model is chal-
lenging with minimal field content in a Type-I or
-II seesaw model; a non-minimal mechanism is re-
quired to generate neutrino masses.

• Interactions with ⌫⌧ are favored: Couplings to
⌫e, ⌫µ with Ge↵ in the range of Eq. (2) are largely
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excluded by laboratory searches for rare K decays
and for neutrinoless double-beta decay, except for
a small island for the ⌫µ coupling. This means
that the mass-eigenstate neutrinos only interact via
their ⌫⌧ components.

This work is organized as follows: Sec. II demonstrates
that a light new particle is required to generate the in-
teraction in Eq. (1) with appropriate coupling strength;
Sec. III presents the cosmological bounds on this sce-
nario; Sec. IV discusses the corresponding laboratory
constraints; Sec. V shows how Eq. (1) can arise in UV
complete models; finally, Sec. VI o↵ers some concluding
remarks.

II. THE NECESSITY OF A LIGHT MEDIATOR

The Boltzmann equations used in Refs. [18–20, 22]
assume that left-handed (LH), mass-eigenstate neutri-
nos participate in elastic 2 ! 2 scattering processes.
They also assume that the interactions in Eq. (1) in-
volve constant and flavor-universal values of Ge↵ during
all epochs relevant for the CMB. The largest CMB mul-
tipoles observed by Planck correspond to modes that en-
tered the horizon when the universe had a temperature
of < 100 eV.This temperature sets the characteristic en-
ergy scale of scattering reactions during this epoch, and
it is important that the form of the Lagrangian shown in
Eq. (1) is valid in this regime. At higher energies, how-
ever, this description can break down. In this section, we
therefore emphasize the need to introduce new particle
content to study laboratory and early universe processes
that occur at energies ⇠ O(MeV).

As noted in Refs. [17–20], the operator in Eq. (1) is
non-renormalizable, and thus is necessarily replaced by
a di↵erent interaction with new degree(s) of freedom at
some energy scale higher than the energies probed by the
CMB (see Ref. [23] for a review). Since Ge↵ in Eq. (1) is
momentum-independent, we will assume this interaction
arises from “integrating out” a particle � with mass m�

and a perturbative coupling to neutrinos g�:

Lphen � �
1

2
m

2

��
2 +

1

2
(g↵�

� ⌫↵⌫�� + h.c.), (3)

where ⌫↵ are two-component left-handed neutrinos, ↵

and � are flavor indices and the subscript “phen” indi-
cates that we will use this Lagrangian for our phenomeno-
logical analysis. In Eq. (3) we have assumed that � is a
real scalar without loss of essential generality. In par-
ticular, our conclusions remain una↵ected if � is a CP-
odd or complex scalar. We focus on a scalar mediator
here for clarity; introducing a new vector force instead,
for example, follows the same reasoning but comes with
additional, stronger constraints discussed in more detail
below. We also explicitly allow for generic couplings g

↵�
�

between di↵erent neutrino species, and discuss implica-
tions of di↵erent choices of g

↵�
� below.

q ⌧ m�

Ge↵

⌫ ⌫ ⌫

⌫

⌫

⌫ ⌫ ⌫

g� g�

�

FIG. 1. Cartoon for how renormalizable interactions in
Eq. (3) (left diagram) yield the contact interaction in Eq. (1)
(right diagram) at low energies; flavor indices are suppressed.

Using Eq. (3), we see that the ⌫⌫ ! ⌫⌫ scattering
amplitude M is always proportional to two powers of g�

multiplying the � propagator, as shown schematically in
Fig. 1. If the momentum transfer q satisfies |q

2
| ⌧ m

2

�,
we have

M /
g
2

�

m
2

� � q2
! Ge↵

 
1 +

q
2

m
2

�

+ · · ·

!
, (4)

where we have suppressed flavor indices and defined

Ge↵ '
g
2

�

m
2

�

= (10 MeV)�2

⇣
g�

10�1

⌘2
✓
MeV

m�

◆2

. (5)

In the opposite limit, m
2

� ⌧ |q
2
|, then M / g

2

�/|q
2
|,

leading to a qualitatively di↵erent energy and tempera-
ture dependence of neutrino self-interactions; this regime
was investigated in Refs. [24, 25], which found no im-
provement in the H0 tension. Thus, for the remainder
of this work we focus on models in which m

2

� � |q
2
|

at energy scales relevant to the CMB. The intermediate
regime, where the mediator mass is negligible for some
CMB wave-numbers and not for others, is beyond the
scope of this work. We therefore require a new degree of
freedom with m

2

� � |q
2
|.

Throughout this cosmological epoch the neutrinos are
relativistic, so the typical momentum transfer is |q

2
| ⇠

T
2

⌫ . Therefore, the expansion indicated by the arrow in
Eq. (4) is valid (and we may neglect the momentum- and,
hence, temperature-dependence in Ge↵) only if m� � T⌫ .
Comparing the values in Eq. (2) to the expression for Ge↵

in Eq. (5), we see that

m� ' (4 � 200) ⇥ |g�|MeV , (6)

so a new sub-GeV state is generically required to realize
the self-interacting-neutrino solution to the H0 tension.
Since T⌫ < 100 eV at horizon entry of the highest mo-
mentum modes relevant for CMB anisotropies, the valid-
ity of the e↵ective interaction in Eq. (1) in the analyses of
Refs. [17–20, 22] requires m� & keV (as already pointed
out in Ref. [20]). From Eq. (6), this condition translates
to

m� & keV =) |g�| & 10�4
. (7)

Eqs. (6) and (7) bound the range of m�.
Finally, we note that the interaction in Eq. (3) is not

gauge-invariant at energies above the scale of electroweak

4
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FIG. 2. Bounds on light neutrino-coupled mediators assuming flavor universal couplings (top-left). Bounds on flavor specific
couplings to ⌫e (top-right), ⌫µ (bottom left), and ⌫⌧ (bottom right). The diagonal bands labeled MI⌫ and SI⌫ are the preferred
regions from Eq. (2) [20] translated into the g�-m� plane. Also shown are constraints from ⌧ and rare meson decays [26–29],
double-beta decay experiments [30–32], and BBN.

Scalar Mediators: By a similar argument, any scalar
mediator � that realizes Ge↵ from the interaction in
Eq. (3) with g� & 10�4 as required by Eq. (7) also has a
thermal abundance at Tdec. Relativistic scalars in equi-
librium with neutrinos contribute �Ne↵ = 0.57 (1.1)
for a real (complex) �, which has one (two) degree(s)
of freedom. As for the vector case, the � density must
become Boltzmann-suppressed before neutrino-photon
decoupling, leading to a lower limit on m�. We use
AlterBBN 2.1 [39, 40] as described in App. A to obtain
the 95% CL lower bounds

m� >

(
1.3 MeV (real scalar)

5.2 MeV (complex scalar)
, (12)

for the SI⌫ preferred values of the baryon density (the

corresponding MI⌫ bounds are somewhat weaker – see
App. A). These bounds are are shown as red vertical
lines labeled BBN in Fig. 2.

B. Excluding Dirac Neutrinos

If neutrinos are Dirac particles, then all neutrino
masses arise from the Higgs-neutrino Yukawa interaction

LDirac � y⌫HL⌫R ! m⌫⌫⌫R , m⌫ ⌘ y⌫v/

p
2 , (13)

where H is the Higgs doublet, L = (⌫, `)T is a lepton
doublet, ⌫R is a right-handed neutrino (RHN), and flavor
indices have been suppressed. The Weyl fermions ⌫ and
⌫R become Dirac partners after EWSB and acquire iden-
tical masses. In the absence of additional interactions,
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Hannestad et al. 2013; Saviano et al. 2014; Archidiacono et al. 2016  

•                             motivated by LSND + MiniBoone oscillation anomalies, high H0 by surprise 

• Would not work with vector; pseudo-scalar (odd under parity) to avoid 5th force bounds;  

• Late thermal equilibrium of φ: Neff enhanced by ~0.5 after BBN by both pseudo-scalar and 
sterile neutrino. 

• Light sterile + massless pseudo-scalar play the role of interacting radiation over some range 
of time,  

• late decay of sterile ν into massless pseudo-scalar removes eV-mass effects on matter 
power spectrum. LSS data compatible with ms~eV.
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Light sterile neutrino interacting with pseudo-scalar

pseudoscalar model is a natural candidate in this case.

3.2 The pseudoscalar model

Refs. [51, 52] have shown that hidden neutrino interactions, confined in the sterile sector and
mediated by a light < 0.1 eV pseudoscalar of a new U(1) broken symmetry can solve the
tension and reconcile eV sterile neutrinos with cosmology. The model is described by the
Lagrangian

L ⇠ gs�⌫̄4�5⌫4, (3.2)

where gs is the coupling and � is the pseudoscalar. The phenomenologically success of the
model relies on two things. First, ⌫4 must annihilate into � at late time to avoid the mass
bound from large scale structure. For this to work � must not only be lighter than the fourth
mass eigenstate but also light enough to avoid the mass bound itself. Thus we consider
m� . 0.1 eV as an upper bound. Second, the coupling gs should be large enough to prevent
full thermalisation of the sterile neutrino. Numerical studies [51] show that the transition
from full to zero thermalisation happens in the interval 10�6 . gs . 10�5, so we will assume
gs to be in that range.

The secret coupling has to be confined in the sterile sector so that its e↵ect on active
neutrinos is Yukawa suppressed: the Universe does not end up being a “neutrinoless” Uni-
verse [53] and active neutrinos remain free-streaming, as indicated by current data [54, 55].

The coupling of the mediator is not constrained by fifth force experiments, because the
pseudoscalar couples only to the spin and the medium is globally unposarised. The IceCube
constraints on secret interactions discussed in refs. [56–59] do not apply either, because the
secret interaction concerns only the massive neutrino ⌫4. If the astrophysical PeV neutrinos
detected by IceCube [60] were produced as active flavor neutrinos they had only a small
component of ⌫4 and only this small component can in principle be depleted through the
secret interaction by scattering on the pseudoscalar � (the ⌫4 background annihilates away
as soon as the temperature drops below the ⌫4 mass). However, the cross section for this
interaction is exceedingly small since � ⇠ g

4
s/s, where s = 2ET� and E is the energy of the

astrophysical neutrino.
The only non-cosmological bound on the pseudoscalar coupling to neutrinos is related

to the supernova energy loss argument of ref. [61] which implies gs . 10�4. Finally the new
mediator might also couple to dark matter � and the induced �� ⌫s scattering4 can provide
a solution to the small scale structure problems of ⇤CDM (see refs. [63–65]).

Since pair production only brings the mediator � into thermal equilibrium at very late
times (T ⌧ MeV) for the values of gs considered here there should essentially be no pre-
existing population of these particles. Of course � could potentially be produced by direct
inflaton decay in the very early universe. However, such a population would have been
strongly diluted by subsequent entropy production and thus completely negligible.

When neutrinos start oscillating, the MSW-like potential induced by the new interac-
tions with gs & 10�6 suppresses the sterile neutrino production until after the collisional
decoupling of active neutrinos (T ⇠ 1 MeV): when sterile neutrinos are later produced
through oscillations with the active neutrinos, the latter are not able to thermalise with
the plasma. This partial thermalisation can also be achieved by means of a large lepton
asymmetry [12, 13] or secret interactions mediated by a massive vector boson [64, 66–70].

4The same e↵ect can arise from dark matter scattering o↵ of a di↵erent dark radiation component rather
than sterile neutrinos, such as dark photons or dark gluons [62].

– 6 –

Parameter TT TT+HST TT+BAO TT+HST+BAO TTTEEE

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 71.4+1.8
�3.0 72.4± 2.5 69.8± 1.4 71.1± 1.2 70.9± 1.8

Ne↵ < 3.94 3.53± 0.18 < 3.67 3.49± 0.18 < 3.69

Table 3: Constraints on H0 and Ne↵ in the pseudoscalar model. Marginalised constraints
are given at 1�, while upper bounds are given at 2�. Data-set combinations are the same as
in table 2.

Figure 3: Comparison of the one-dimensional marginalised posterior distribution of the
H0 (left panel) and ms (right panel) parameters as obtained from the analyses of the TT
data in the ⇤CDM+1⌫s model and in the pseudoscalar model. In the left panel, we also
report the local measure H0 = 73.00± 1.75 Km s�1 Mpc�1 [8] and the constraints obtained
in the ⇤CDM +Ne↵ + ms model (see table 1). In the panel on the right, the posteriors
are in logarithmic scale and are normalized such that they integrate to one. We also show
the posterior for ms obtained in the SBL analysis described in section 2. It is visible the
secondary peak at ms ' 2.4, corresponding to the regions at �m

2
41 ' 6 in figure 1.

Marginalised constraints on H0 and Ne↵ are shown in table 3. Including the H0 prior
leads to an evidence for a non-zero component of the pseudoscalar-sterile neutrino fluid at
more than 2.5� (3.1� for TT+HST). The constraints on Ne↵ are roughly the same in the
pseudoscalar model as in the ⇤CDM +Ne↵ + ms model, but the di↵erence in �

2-values
are ��

2 ⇠ �5, i.e. there is a preference for additional degrees of freedom that are colli-
sional/interacting rather than free-streaming.

At the same time, the fact that the sterile neutrinos annihilate into a massless pseu-
doscalar allows the bounds on ms to be less constraining. In the right panel of figure 3 we
present a comparison of the constraints obtained from SBL analyses (black dashed line), from
the ⇤CDM+1⌫s model discussed in section 3.1 (red dotted) and from the pseudoscalar model

– 9 –

“simple” non-thermalised sterile this model
SH0ES
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• self-interacting active neutrinos plus Dark Radiation 

Lancaster et al. [1704.06657], Oldengott et al. [1706.02123], Di Valentino et al. [1710.02559],  

Kreisch et al. [1902.00534], Park et al. [1904.02625] 

• light sterile neutrino interacting with a scalar field                                 Archidiacono et al. [1606.07673] 

• Interacting Dark Matter — Dark Radiation 

Lesgourgues et al. [1507.04351], Buen-Abad et al. [1708.09406], Archidiacono et al. [1907.01496] 

• Dark Matter converting into Dark Radiation  

Poulin et al. [1606.02073], Binder et al. [1712.01246], Bringmann et al. [1803.03644] 

• Dark Radiation from PBH                                                                                    Hooper et al. [1905.01301] 

• Early Dark Energy            Poulin et al. [1811.04083], Argrawal et al. [1904.01016], Lin et al. [1905.12618] 

• fifth force effects                                                                                               Desmond et al. [1907.03778]  

• Dark Matter interacting with Dark Energy                                                          Pan et al. [1907.07540], …  

• etc. (non-exhaustive)
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Solving Hubble tension with extended cosmological model

some models also solve σ8 tension

Beyond Standard Model 
particle physics must be rich, 

Should have cosmological 
consequences, 

Hubble tension comes from not 
having identified these effects?

Price to pay too high, 

Models too fine-tuned, 

SH0ES driven by systematics, 

Tension will disappear?
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On-going progress on front of Einstein-Boltzmann solvers

The 10 class modules

Executing class means going once through the sequence of modules:

1. input.c # parse/make sense of input parameters
# (advanced logic)

2. background.c. # homogeneous cosmology
3. thermodynamics.c. # ionisation history , scattering rate
4. perturbations.c. # linear Fourier perturbations
5. primordial.c. # primordial spectrum , inflation
6. nonlinear.c # recipes for non -linear corrections

# to 2-point statistics
7. transfer.c. # from Fourier to multipole space
8. spectra.c. # 2-point statistics (power spectra)
9. lensing.c # CMB lensing

10. output.c # print out (not used from python)

Plain C (for performances and readability purposes) mimicking C++ and
object-oriented programming:

In C++: 10 ”classes”, each with a constructor/destructor and a few functions
callable from outside.

In class: each module (files *.c and *.h) is associated to one structure (with
all its input/output data), one initialisation function, one freeing function, and a
few functions callable from outside.

main executable only consists in calling the 10 initialisation and ten freeing
functions!

11-13.09.2018 J. Lesgourgues & D. C. Hooper CLASS Lecture 1 (Basics) 25/28

Bottleneck 2. Loop over line-of-sight integrals. 
• Highly parallelisable/vectorisable 
• Alternative integral formulations 
e.g. Schöneberg, JL, Simonovic, Zaldarriaga [1807.09540]

Bottleneck 1. Integral over perturbation equations. 
• Not highly parallelisable/vectorisable (just k loop) 
• Replace by neural network 
   Albers, Fidler, JL, Schöneberg, Torrado [1907.05764] 
• Provide analytic approximations: accurate and fast-to-

(re)train 
• Only depends on few (background) cosmo parameters
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On-going progress on front of Einstein-Boltzmann solvers
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<latexit sha1_base64="a3VTg47Bc/XjOj3ZvafFAlcEJ5w=">AAAB8XicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWAR6qYkaZq2Gym4cVnBXrAtZTKdtkMnkzAzEUroW7hxoYhb38adb+MkjaDiDwMf/zmHc+b3QkalMs1PI7exubW9k98t7O0fHB4Vj0+6MogEJh0csED0PSQJo5x0FFWM9ENBkO8x0vMW10m990CEpAG/U8uQjHw043RKMVLauh/iQJYXYiwvx8WSWanW3IZbhRqcmtlsJGA3HcuGVsVMVQKZ2uPix3AS4MgnXGGGpBxYZqhGMRKKYkZWhWEkSYjwAs3IQCNHPpGjOL14BS+0M4HTQOjHFUzdnxMx8qVc+p7u9JGay7+1xPyvNojUtDGKKQ8jRTheL5pGDKoAJt+HEyoIVmypAWFB9a0Qz5FAWOmQCmkIju24tgNTqJsZuBq+Q+jaFatasW+dUusqiyMPzsA5KAML1EEL3IA26AAMOHgEz+DFkMaT8Wq8rVtzRjZzCn7JeP8CnW6RDA==</latexit>

sin(krs)
<latexit sha1_base64="DKEwb100Ft84lp5dFBz+tSWqNMg=">AAAB8XicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWAR6qYkaZq2Gym4cVnBXrAtZTKdtkMnkzAzEUroW7hxoYhb38adb+MkjaDiDwMf/zmHc+b3QkalMs1PI7exubW9k98t7O0fHB4Vj0+6MogEJh0csED0PSQJo5x0FFWM9ENBkO8x0vMW10m990CEpAG/U8uQjHw043RKMVLauh9KyssLMZaX42LJrFRrbsOtQg1OzWw2ErCbjmVDq2KmKoFM7XHxYzgJcOQTrjBDUg4sM1SjGAlFMSOrwjCSJER4gWZkoJEjn8hRnF68ghfamcBpIPTjCqbuz4kY+VIufU93+kjN5d9aYv5XG0Rq2hjFlIeRIhyvF00jBlUAk+/DCRUEK7bUgLCg+laI50ggrHRIhTQEx3Zc24Ep1M0MXA3fIXTtilWt2LdOqXWVxZEHZ+AclIEF6qAFbkAbdAAGHDyCZ/BiSOPJeDXe1q05I5s5Bb9kvH8BpTqREQ==</latexit>

e
�(k/kD)2

<latexit sha1_base64="gbqRo0Jj1iWvbph9q7OZIoihCvg=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9VV26CRahLqwz0+lrIwVduKxgH9BOSyZN2zCZB0lGKUP/hxsXirj1v7jz35hOR1DxQODjnHvJ5Tgho0Lq+qe2srq2vrGZ2cpu7+zu7ecODtsiiDgmLRywgHcdJAijPmlJKhnphpwgz2Gk47hXi7xzT7iggX8nZyGxPTTx6ZhiJJU1IIP4vOBeuMPrs4E5H+byerFUrtQqJajAKuv12gLMumWY0CjqifIgVXOY++iPAhx5xJeYISF6hh5KO0ZcUszIPNuPBAkRdtGE9BT6yCPCjpOr5/BUOSM4Drh6voSJ+3MjRp4QM89Rkx6SU/E3W5j/Zb1Ijmt2TP0wksTHy4/GEYMygIsK4IhygiWbKUCYU3UrxFPEEZaqqGxSgmVaFdOCCVT1FCoKvktom0WjVDRvrXzjMq0jA47BCSgAA1RBA9yAJmgBDDh4BM/gRXvQnrRX7W05uqKlO0fgl7T3L3kZkgQ=</latexit>

dense4

dense1

dense2

dense3

dense6

dense7

conv1

pool1

dense5

reio
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

⌧rec
<latexit sha1_base64="Cl/MXG6q18SixIwBzwO8inZtmhY=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Vbt0M1gEVyFJ07TdSMGNywr2Ak0Ik+m0HTq5MDMRSqiv4saFIm59EHe+jZO0gooHBj7+cw7nnz9IGBXSMD61jc2t7Z3d0l55/+Dw6LhyctoXccox6eGYxXwYIEEYjUhPUsnIMOEEhQEjg2B+nfcH94QLGkd3cpEQL0TTiE4oRlJJfqXqSpT6mRsiOeNhxgleLv1KzdDrDafl1KECu2G0WzlYbdu0oKkbRdXAurp+5cMdxzgNSSQxQ0KMTCORXoa4pJiRZdlNBUkQnqMpGSmMUEiElxXml/BCKWM4ibl6kYSF+nMjQ6EQizBQk7lJ8beXi//1RqmctLyMRkkqSYRXhyYpgzKGeRJwTNVvJVsoQJhT5RXiGeIIS5VXuQjBtmzHsmEBTWMNjoLvEPqWbtZ169auda7WcZTAGTgHl8AETdABN6ALegCDBXgEz+BFe9CetFftbTW6oa13quBXae9fV0iWCg==</latexit>

⌧reio
<latexit sha1_base64="Ck8oyDtt4mxxS+/un+qP1ZmmF5s=">AAAB/XicbZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrqz52bgaL4CokafraSMGNywr2AW0Jk+mkHTp5MDMRagj+FTcuFHHr/3Dnv3GSVlDxwMDHOfcyl+NGjAppGJ9aYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHvVEGHNMujhkIR+4SBBGA9KVVDIyiDhBvstI351fZXn/jnBBw+BWLiIy9tE0oB7FSCrLKZ+MJIqdZOQjOeN+wgkN09QpVwy9Wqs361WowK4ZrWYGVss2LWjqRq4KWKnjlD9GkxDHPgkkZkiIoWlEcpwgLilmJC2NYkEihOdoSoYKA+QTMU7y61N4rpwJ9EKuXiBh7v7cSJAvxMJ31WR2pfibZeZ/2TCWXnOc0CCKJQnw8iMvZlCGMKsCTignWLKFAoQ5VbdCPEMcYakKK+Ul2JZdt2yYQ8NYQV3Bdwk9SzerunVjV9qXqzqK4BScgQtgggZog2vQAV2AwT14BM/gRXvQnrRX7W05WtBWO8fgl7T3LzXclok=</latexit>

r
rec
s

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

d
rec
s

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

r
rec
a

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

d
rec
a

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

conv2

pool2

conv3

pool3

conv4

pool4

ST0
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

r
rec
D

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

⌧reio
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

⌧rec
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

!b
<latexit sha1_base64="wdhLrvICjmgdkDFg8W5iVEAwSJY=">AAAB/HicbZBLS8NAFIUnPmt9Vbt0M1gEVyVJ09dGCm5cVrAPaEKZTKft0JkkzEyEEOpfceNCEbf+EHf+GydpBRUPDHyccy9zOX7EqFSm+WlsbG5t7+wW9or7B4dHx6WT074MY4FJD4csFEMfScJoQHqKKkaGkSCI+4wM/MV1lg/uiZA0DO5UEhGPo1lApxQjpa1xqeyGnMzQOHU5UnPBU3+5HJcqZrVWb7QaNajBqZvtVgZ227FsaFXNXBWwVndc+nAnIY45CRRmSMqRZUbKS5FQFDOyLLqxJBHCCzQjI40B4kR6aX78El5oZwKnodAvUDB3f26kiEuZcF9PZifKv1lm/peNYjVteSkNoliRAK8+msYMqhBmTcAJFQQrlmhAWFB9K8RzJBBWuq9iXoJjOw3bgTk0zTU0NHyX0LerVq1q3zqVztW6jgI4A+fgEligCTrgBnRBD2CQgEfwDF6MB+PJeDXeVqMbxnqnDH7JeP8CMAGV8Q==</latexit>

!cdm
<latexit sha1_base64="KZZ8R/I4tgBZh7wTlbFmWP88POg=">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</latexit>

H0
<latexit sha1_base64="hFn8UM4GTEfbBycdSk9ieM3cSyM=">AAAB6nicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26GSyCq5CkadpupOCmy4r2Am0ok+mkHTq5MDMRSugjuHGhiFufyJ1v4ySNoOIPAx//OYdz5vdiRoU0jE9tY3Nre2e3tFfePzg8Oq6cnPZFlHBMejhiER96SBBGQ9KTVDIyjDlBgcfIwFvcZPXBA+GCRuG9XMbEDdAspD7FSCrrrjMxJpWqodfqTtOpQQV23Wg1M7BatmlBUzdyVUGh7qTyMZ5GOAlIKDFDQoxMI5ZuirikmJFVeZwIEiO8QDMyUhiigAg3zU9dwUvlTKEfcfVCCXP350SKAiGWgac6AyTn4m8tM/+rjRLpN92UhnEiSYjXi/yEQRnB7N9wSjnBki0VIMypuhXiOeIIS5VOOQ/BtmzHsmEODaMAR8F3CH1LN2u6dWtX29dFHCVwDi7AFTBBA7RBB3RBD2AwA4/gGbxoTHvSXrW3deuGVsycgV/S3r8AUF6N/A==</latexit>

⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="+RFztaTDpD4yT7cknF296OV4p/4=">AAAB63icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26GSyCq5CkadpupODGZQV7gTaUyXTaDp1JwsxEKKGv4MaFIm59IXe+jZM0goo/DHz85xzOmT+IGZXKsj6Njc2t7Z3d0l55/+Dw6LhyctqTUSIw6eKIRWIQIEkYDUlXUcXIIBYE8YCRfrC4yer9ByIkjcJ7tYyJz9EspFOKkcqskULJuFK1zFrda3o1qMGtW61mBk7LtR1om1auKijUGVc+RpMIJ5yECjMk5dC2YuWnSCiKGVmVR4kkMcILNCNDjSHiRPppfusKXmpnAqeR0C9UMHd/TqSIS7nkge7kSM3l31pm/lcbJmra9FMaxokiIV4vmiYMqghmH4cTKghWbKkBYUH1rRDPkUBY6XjKeQiu43qOC3NoWAV4Gr5D6DmmXTOdO7favi7iKIFzcAGugA0aoA1uQQd0AQZz8AiewYvBjSfj1Xhbt24YxcwZ+CXj/Quwf47V</latexit>

e
��

<latexit sha1_base64="Y++t5JdpMqNAhLlQnAYunx4cbwk=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWAR3BiSNE3bjRTcuKxgayGNZTKdtEMnF2YmQgl9DDcuFHHr07jzbZykFVT8YeDjP+dwzvx+wqiQhvGpldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VFfxCnHpIdjFvOBjwRhNCI9SSUjg4QTFPqM3Pmzq7x+90C4oHF0K+cJ8UI0iWhAMZLKcsl9djGcoSRBi1G1Zuj1htNy6lCB3TDarRystm1a0NSNQjWwUndU/RiOY5yGJJKYISFc00iklyEuKWZkURmmgiQIz9CEuAojFBLhZcXJC3imnDEMYq5eJGHh/pzIUCjEPPRVZ4jkVPyt5eZ/NTeVQcvLaJSkkkR4uShIGZQxzP8Px5QTLNlcAcKcqlshniKOsFQpVYoQbMt2LBsW0DRW4Cj4DqFv6WZdt27sWudyFUcZnIBTcA5M0AQdcA26oAcwiMEjeAYvmtSetFftbdla0lYzx+CXtPcv0NCRxg==</latexit> cos(krs)
<latexit sha1_base64="a3VTg47Bc/XjOj3ZvafFAlcEJ5w=">AAAB8XicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWAR6qYkaZq2Gym4cVnBXrAtZTKdtkMnkzAzEUroW7hxoYhb38adb+MkjaDiDwMf/zmHc+b3QkalMs1PI7exubW9k98t7O0fHB4Vj0+6MogEJh0csED0PSQJo5x0FFWM9ENBkO8x0vMW10m990CEpAG/U8uQjHw043RKMVLauh/iQJYXYiwvx8WSWanW3IZbhRqcmtlsJGA3HcuGVsVMVQKZ2uPix3AS4MgnXGGGpBxYZqhGMRKKYkZWhWEkSYjwAs3IQCNHPpGjOL14BS+0M4HTQOjHFUzdnxMx8qVc+p7u9JGay7+1xPyvNojUtDGKKQ8jRTheL5pGDKoAJt+HEyoIVmypAWFB9a0Qz5FAWOmQCmkIju24tgNTqJsZuBq+Q+jaFatasW+dUusqiyMPzsA5KAML1EEL3IA26AAMOHgEz+DFkMaT8Wq8rVtzRjZzCn7JeP8CnW6RDA==</latexit>

sin(krs)
<latexit sha1_base64="DKEwb100Ft84lp5dFBz+tSWqNMg=">AAAB8XicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWAR6qYkaZq2Gym4cVnBXrAtZTKdtkMnkzAzEUroW7hxoYhb38adb+MkjaDiDwMf/zmHc+b3QkalMs1PI7exubW9k98t7O0fHB4Vj0+6MogEJh0csED0PSQJo5x0FFWM9ENBkO8x0vMW10m990CEpAG/U8uQjHw043RKMVLauh9KyssLMZaX42LJrFRrbsOtQg1OzWw2ErCbjmVDq2KmKoFM7XHxYzgJcOQTrjBDUg4sM1SjGAlFMSOrwjCSJER4gWZkoJEjn8hRnF68ghfamcBpIPTjCqbuz4kY+VIufU93+kjN5d9aYv5XG0Rq2hjFlIeRIhyvF00jBlUAk+/DCRUEK7bUgLCg+laI50ggrHRIhTQEx3Zc24Ep1M0MXA3fIXTtilWt2LdOqXWVxZEHZ+AclIEF6qAFbkAbdAAGHDyCZ/BiSOPJeDXe1q05I5s5Bb9kvH8BpTqREQ==</latexit>

e
�(k/kD)2

<latexit sha1_base64="gbqRo0Jj1iWvbph9q7OZIoihCvg=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9VV26CRahLqwz0+lrIwVduKxgH9BOSyZN2zCZB0lGKUP/hxsXirj1v7jz35hOR1DxQODjnHvJ5Tgho0Lq+qe2srq2vrGZ2cpu7+zu7ecODtsiiDgmLRywgHcdJAijPmlJKhnphpwgz2Gk47hXi7xzT7iggX8nZyGxPTTx6ZhiJJU1IIP4vOBeuMPrs4E5H+byerFUrtQqJajAKuv12gLMumWY0CjqifIgVXOY++iPAhx5xJeYISF6hh5KO0ZcUszIPNuPBAkRdtGE9BT6yCPCjpOr5/BUOSM4Drh6voSJ+3MjRp4QM89Rkx6SU/E3W5j/Zb1Ijmt2TP0wksTHy4/GEYMygIsK4IhygiWbKUCYU3UrxFPEEZaqqGxSgmVaFdOCCVT1FCoKvktom0WjVDRvrXzjMq0jA47BCSgAA1RBA9yAJmgBDDh4BM/gRXvQnrRX7W05uqKlO0fgl7T3L3kZkgQ=</latexit>

dense2 dense1

dense4

dense5

conv1

pool1

dense3

reio
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

conv2

pool2

conv3

pool3

conv4

pool4

r
rec
s

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

d
rec
s

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

r
rec
a

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

d
rec
a

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

ST1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

r
rec
D

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

!b
<latexit sha1_base64="wdhLrvICjmgdkDFg8W5iVEAwSJY=">AAAB/HicbZBLS8NAFIUnPmt9Vbt0M1gEVyVJ09dGCm5cVrAPaEKZTKft0JkkzEyEEOpfceNCEbf+EHf+GydpBRUPDHyccy9zOX7EqFSm+WlsbG5t7+wW9or7B4dHx6WT074MY4FJD4csFEMfScJoQHqKKkaGkSCI+4wM/MV1lg/uiZA0DO5UEhGPo1lApxQjpa1xqeyGnMzQOHU5UnPBU3+5HJcqZrVWb7QaNajBqZvtVgZ227FsaFXNXBWwVndc+nAnIY45CRRmSMqRZUbKS5FQFDOyLLqxJBHCCzQjI40B4kR6aX78El5oZwKnodAvUDB3f26kiEuZcF9PZifKv1lm/peNYjVteSkNoliRAK8+msYMqhBmTcAJFQQrlmhAWFB9K8RzJBBWuq9iXoJjOw3bgTk0zTU0NHyX0LerVq1q3zqVztW6jgI4A+fgEligCTrgBnRBD2CQgEfwDF6MB+PJeDXeVqMbxnqnDH7JeP8CMAGV8Q==</latexit>

!cdm
<latexit sha1_base64="KZZ8R/I4tgBZh7wTlbFmWP88POg=">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</latexit>

H0
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Figure 2: Network architecture of the three networks. White boxes show input quantities,
dark boxes stand for dense (fully connected) layers, and blue boxes for convolutional layers.
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Figure 1: CMB source functions ST1 , ST2 ST3 as a function of wavenumber k and conformal
time ⌧ (normalized to the recombination time ⌧rec). In the last panel we have enhanced the
late-time structure in ST2 by cutting the function below ⌧/⌧rec < 3.5 and increasing the color
scale.

where �� = 4F0, ✓� = 3kF1/4, and �� = F2/2 . The photon hierarchy couples to the perturba-
tion equations of all other species due to Thomson scattering and gravitational interactions.
The full system of di↵erential equations can be solved as in [3]. The results are combined to
calculate the CMB source functions (2.3), which can be integrated via equations (2.2) and
(2.1) to give the CMB angular power spectra of temperature and polarization anisotropies.

The overall shape of the three independent source functions ST0 , ST1 , ST2 is shown
in Figure 1. ST0 and ST2 are strongly dominated by terms proportional to g and g

0, that
peak around the time of recombination. Due to the linear color coding of the plots, these
dominating terms prevent us from seeing the contribution from reionization, which arises
from the second peak of g at late times. This contribution is however important in the
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Figure 3: (Left panels) Source functions ST0(k, ⌧), ST1(k, ⌧) and ST2(k, ⌧) predicted by
class-full and class-net for a randomly chosen ⇤CDM model. (Right panels) Absolute
di↵erence between these predictions. Note that the network predicts a rescaled version of
the source functions: here the rescaling has been undone.

4.1 Accuracy of the source functions

For all subsequent comparisons between class-full and class-net predictions, we need a
random set of ⇤CDM models. We already used the hyperparameter optimization set of 100
cosmologies to select the best performing network. For the purpose of this section and of
section 4.2, we have generated the independent test set of 100 cosmologies, again using Latin
Hypercube Sampling.

In the top panels of figure 3 we present a comparison of ST0 calculated by class-full
and class-net using a model picked randomly from this set. The network is able to capture
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Figure 6: Temperature anisotropy spectrum. The label class-full represents source func-
tions calculated without the networks, whereas the label class-net refers to NN-augmented
calculations. The figure on the right shows the relative error. The gray band is the exper-
imental error, consisting of cosmic variance for low ` (large angles) and instrumental noise
for high ` (small angles).

Figure 7: Polarization anisotropy spectrum. The naming conventions of figure 6 are adopted.
Note that the plot on the left is using a linear `-axis, while the one on the right uses a
logarithmic one.

smaller for models with a late time of reionization. Although there is a noticeable drop in
quality (see figure 5) in these cases, the precision of the polarization anisotropy spectrum
does not su↵er substantially from this drop, as will be further discussed in section 4.2 and is
illustrated in figure 7.
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Figure 8: Fit of ⇤CDM parameters to the Planck data, performed either with class-full
or class-net. We sampled the parameter space with Markov Chain Monte Carlo using the
sampler cobaya.

S = time(class-full)
time(class-net) . We run class with and without the NNs for the one hundred models

of our test set in order to get a reliable average. This procedure yields a speedup that
can be seen in table 5. In our current implementation the speedup is a factor of 28 when
running class on a single core. Although the speedup decreases with additional cores, it
remains significant. With an average execution time of 170 ms or less, the NN version of the
perturbation module is no longer a bottleneck in the EBS. It only contributes at the percent
level to the total execution time.
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